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SUMMARY
Tissue repair responses in metazoans are highly coordinated by different cell types over space and time.
However, comprehensive single-cell-based characterization covering this coordination is lacking. Here,
we captured transcriptional states of single cells over space and time during skin wound closure, revealing
choreographed gene-expression profiles. We identified shared space-time patterns of cellular and gene pro-
gram enrichment, which we call multicellular ‘‘movements’’ spanning multiple cell types. We validated some
of the discovered space-time movements using large-volume imaging of cleared wounds and demonstrated
the value of this analysis to predict ‘‘sender’’ and ‘‘receiver’’ gene programs in macrophages and fibroblasts.
Finally, we tested the hypothesis that tumors are like ‘‘wounds that never heal’’ and found conserved wound
healing movements in mouse melanoma and colorectal tumor models, as well as human tumor samples,
revealing fundamental multicellular units of tissue biology for integrative studies.
INTRODUCTION

Metazoans rely on intricate networks of cell-cell crosstalk (CCC)

for the maintenance of tissue homeostasis, repair, and regener-

ative processes after damage.1–3 Given the diversity of cell types

within a tissue, all possible ligand-receptor pairings and their

signaling dynamics, a formalized method for interrogating CCC

over space and time in the tissue remains a daunting task.4

Even a minimal two-actor system can exhibit robustness and re-

turn to a stable state following perturbation.5 This same adapta-

tion to perturbation can be seen when increasing the number of

cellular actors and, thus, the number of possible ‘‘edges’’ (i.e.,

CCC axes), such as the combination of stellate cells, hepato-

cytes, endothelial cells, and Kupffer cells in liver niches.6

The advent of single-cell technologies allows profiling of cells

on the transcriptional level at resolutions previously unattainable,

generating rich datasets identifying highly resolved cell subsets

and subtle variations in gene expression and activation

states.7–9 Several computational approaches seek to infer

CCC via paired ligand-receptor and target gene expression.10–12

These inferences are strengthened by applying spatial and tem-

poral context to single-cell transcriptomics that has revealed

gene groupings with similar spatiotemporal profiles, shedding
light on the spatial segregation of cell functions, the dynamics

of cell migration, and tissue zonation.13,14 Similarly, describing

gene expression in terms of spatiotemporal patterns revealed

signaling pathways and co-regulation of genes in sub-compart-

ments of liver and pancreas.15,16 Concordantly, we were moti-

vated to describe the healing skin wound in terms of spatiotem-

poral multicellular patterns and gene expression programs as

skin wound healing (WH) naturally displays well-defined spatial

and temporal dimensions. This process has canonically been

segmented into major phases with an initial inflammatory

response followed by repair/growth and resolution.17,18 Inter-

spersed are coordinated changes in gene expression patterns

in diverse cell types from monocyte/macrophages, neutrophils,

fibroblasts, endothelial cells, keratinocytes, and beyond.3,19

Diverse crosstalk mechanisms between these cell types have

been identified for regulating the duration of and transition be-

tween phases.3,19–22 Disruption of these mechanisms often re-

sults in aberrant healing, demonstrating the interdependent

structure of the WH cellular network.23,24 Charting the progres-

sion of gene expression in single cells over space and time in

the wound would yield information on the coordinated behaviors

of myriad cell types in an unbiased manner, and how they drive

transitions between healing phases.
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Figure 1. Transcriptional space-time analysis of single cells unveils unique patterns of monocyte/macrophage populations during skin

repair

(A) Experimental layout of transcriptional space-time analysis in wounded skin. Cells analyzed from each wound area and time point were pooled from 4 separate

wounds. Image generated with Biorender.

(B) Uniform manifold approximation and projection (UMAP) plot of monocyte/macrophage (Mono_Mac) subset from CD45+ object. Dotted line separates eight

MHCIIlo and three MHCIIhi Mono_Mac clusters.

(C) UMAP projection of all Mono_Mac cells from (B) in gray and cells highlighted in red by the time point of wound sampling.

(D) UMAP of MHCIIlo Mono_Mac subset with eight distinct clusters.

(E) Pseudotime trajectory using Monocle3 on MHCIIlo Mono_Mac subset starting at cluster Mono_1, progressing through all cell clusters and ending at cluster

Mono_Mac_6.

(legend continued on next page)
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With macrophages and fibroblasts representing cell types

occupying a continuum of gene expression states,25,26 as

opposed to harboring discrete cell subtypes, clustering ap-

proaches are insufficient to capture transitions between

states. For example, the M1/M2 ‘‘binning’’ of macrophages

may represent too reductive a model, as WH macrophages

express combinations of canonical M1/M2 genes during all

wound phases.26–29 Therefore, a method for reframing cellular

heterogeneity using overlays of gene programs (i.e., collec-

tions of co-expressed genes) in the healing wound may better

capture the biology underlying the progression of cellular tran-

scriptional heterogeneity.

An additional important rationale for studying space-time

progression of multicellular networks relates to chronic dis-

ease, where healthy resolution is not achieved. This is exem-

plified by cancer, where malignant tumor growth co-opts WH

programs sans resolution, conceptualized in the idea that tu-

mors are ‘‘wounds that never heal.’’28–30 This idea motivated

us to develop a framework based on conserved gene pro-

grams to identify if crosstalk elements of the WH cellular

network are ‘‘borrowed’’ by tumors. The heterogeneity of a

given cell type in different contexts may represent a convolu-

tion of conserved differentiation, functional, and tissue-spe-

cific expression patterns, as seen in resident immune cells

scattered across all tissues.31,32 Describing the common

biology between two single-cell datasets may again require

going beyond clustering-based approaches that may obscure

the identification of overlaid gene programs in a continuum of

cell states.33

Using skin WH as a well-defined spatial process in tissue

repair, we mapped changes in, both, CD45+ and CD45� cell

identity that co-occurred in similar space-time patterns.

Layered on the top of cell identity, we identified spatiotempo-

rally expressed gene programs—or factors—that can be

grouped based on their unique space-time profile. Because

we found these factors based on their shared space-time pat-

terns across multiple cell types, we refer to these co-occur-

ring factors across distinct cell types as multicellular ‘‘gene

movements.’’ Informed by spatiotemporal profiles of gene

program expression, we predicted stromal-macrophage

CCC over the time course of wound closure, which we then

verified using orthogonal experimental approaches. Finally,

we derived a framework for how to identify movements

across tissue contexts and identify the conservation of corre-

lated immune and non-immune gene program pairs in mouse

tumor models and human tumors. We then validate our pre-

dictions to demonstrate the utility of studying conserved

gene program groupings.
(F) Violin plot of MHCIIlo Mono_Mac subpopulations plotted according to their d

(G) Violin plot of MHCIIlo Mono_Mac cells by day post wounding and plotted acc

(H) Outline of space-time tile plot. The 4 3 4 grid depicts relative abundance of a

Each tile is one space-time point. Number in tile is the percentage of a subpopula

color indicates relative change compared with unwounded (UW) state: red ind

subpopulation compared with UW. Exemplary data are depicted.

(I) Space-time tile plots representing Mono_Mac subpopulations.

(J) Phenotypic earth mover’s distance (PhEMD) diffusion map embedding of a

by scRNA-seq within that space-time point. Dots are color-coded by day an

See also Figure S1.
RESULTS

Separatewaves of immune cell infiltration duringwound
closure
To establish the compositional changes of immune cells during

skin repair, we immunophenotyped cells derived from a 4 mm

full-thickness circular wound on themouse’s back via Cytometry

by time of flight (CyTOF) (Figure S1A). This provided an overview

of immune cell populations infiltrating the wound engaging in dy-

namic remodeling (Figures S1B–S1F). In the dimensional space

of our CyTOF panel, the wound temporarily reaches the pre-

wound composition at around days 7–10 post wounding and

eventually assumes a state that is lymphocyte-rich at day 21 af-

ter wounding (Figure S1F; Mendeley Figure S1 at https://doi.org/

10.17632/kmmw43j2z6.2). For a deeper dive into space and

time, we thus focused upon the first 14 days that encompassed

the most dramatic changes.

Transcriptional space-time analysis of single cells
unveils unique cell patterns during skin repair
Involvement of both immune and non-immune cells is crucial for

skin repair.34–36 Todevelop anunderstanding of howgene expres-

sion programs in the different phases of skin repair are linked

among cell types, we chose a spatial study across the radial di-

mensions of a wound. Thus, we radially sampled wounds using

successively large punches: wound center (2 mm center diam-

eter), wound edge (2–4 mm diameter), wound proximal (4–6 mm

diameter), and wound distal (6–8 mm diameter) (Figure 1A). Given

the original wound diameter of 4 mm, we captured two distinct

areas within the wound bed plus two distinct areas in skin beyond

the wound and into uninjured tissue. These spatial subdomains

were collected at timepoints suggested by theCyTOFstudy: early

inflammatory (day 1 or D01), and then, at successively longer pe-

riods of the resolution as suggested by Figure S1E: transition

(day 3 or D03), return-to-unwounded (UW) (day 7 or D07), and

‘‘late wound’’ (day 14 or D14) (Figure 1A). Upon digestion of the in-

dividual rings of tissue, CD45+ immune and CD45� non-immune

cells were sorted separately, barcoded using Multiplexing using

lipid tagged indices or MULTI-seq37 based on their collected

time point and area, and then, their transcriptional state assessed

by using the 103Genomics single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-

seq) platform (Figure 1A). This provided us with a space-time-

resolved scRNA-seq dataset by which to query linked gene

expression.

Graph-based clustering and differential gene expression anal-

ysis of 10,492 CD45+ immune cells revealed heterogeneous

monocyte and macrophage subpopulations, neutrophil subpop-

ulations, mast cells, dendritic cells, B cells, T cells, and natural
istribution in pseudotime.

ording to their presence in pseudotime. Day 0 equals unwounded skin.

cell cluster across radial wound area (y axis) and time post wounding (x axis).

tion among all Mono_Mac cells at that specific space time point. Background

icates increase, blue indicates decrease, and white indicates no change in

ll space-time points. Each dot represents all CD45+ immune cells captured

d width of band corresponds to area sampled. DC, diffusion coefficient.
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Figure 2. Large-volume imaging visualizes spatial distribution of Mono_Mac subsets in whole wounds during skin repair

(A) Workflow for large-volume imaging. A rectangular cuboid covering the wound and surrounding unwounded skin tissue is acquired on a scanning confocal

microscope. Acquired images are stitched together and processed for image analysis using Imaris.

(B) ViolinPlot of (left) Arg1 and (right) Mrc1 natural log-normalized mRNA expression level within all Mono_Mac subpopulations.

(C) Space-time tile plot of (left) Arg1 and (right) Mrc1 mRNA expression (normalized to depth) within all Mono_Mac cells. Tiles are color-coded relative to un-

wounded (UW) state. Red, high. Blue, low.

(D) Top-down view of processed image from Arg1-reporter mouse on days 3, 7, and 14 post wounding. Colored dots indicate cell location of Arg1� CD11b+

Mono_Mac (green), Arg1+ CD11b� non-myeloid cells (red), and Arg1+ CD11b+ Mono_Mac_3 (yellow). Dotted line represents original 4 mm wound diameter.

Scale bars, 500 mm. Representative of 2 independent experimental replicates is shown.

(E) Quantification of CD11b+ Arg1+ cells in (D) relative to distance from the center of the wound. Percentage of CD11b+ Arg1+ of all CD11b+ cells is plotted by day

post wounding, representing an early pattern.

(F) Top-down view of processed image on days 3, 7, and 14 post wounding. Colored dots indicate cell location of CD206� CD11b+ Mono_Macs (green), CD206+

CD11b� non-myeloid cells (red), and CD206+ CD11b+ Mono_Mac_6 (yellow). Dotted line represents original 4 mm wound diameter. Scale bars, 500 mm.

Representative of 2 independent experimental replicates is shown.

(G) Quantification of CD11b+ CD206+ cells in (F) relative to distance from the center of the wound. Percentage of CD11b+ CD206+ of all CD11b+ cells is plotted by

day post wounding, representing a late exterior pattern.

See also Figure S2.
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killer (NK) cells (Figures S1G and S1H). After re-clustering the

monocyte/macrophage (Mono_Mac) populations, we identified

three MHCIIhi and eight MHCIIlo subpopulations (Figures 1B

and S1I) and noted that MHCIIhi cells expressed markers associ-

ated with monocyte-derived dendritic cells (moDCs), such as

Cd209a38 and Nr4a339 (Figure S1I and S1J). With both MHCIIlo

and MHCIhi Mono_Macs emerging early during WH (Figure 2C,
888 Cell Stem Cell 30, 885–903, June 1, 2023
day 1), we reclustered them separately prior to further analysis

(Figures 1D and S1K, respectively).

MHCIIlo Mono_Macs consisted of two subsets expressing

Ly6c2, annotated as Mono_1 and Mono_2 (Figure S1I). MHCIIlo

Mono_Mac_1+2+3 were identified by the transcription factor

Klf2, which regulates pro-inflammatory cues in monocytes40 and

at least one of the chemokines Cxcl3, Ccl2, Ccl6, Ccl7, and
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Ccl24. Finally,Mono_Mac_4+5+6sharedMs4a7andApoeexpres-

sion, two markers associated with microglia and brain-border

macrophages.41,42 Using pseudotime analysis,43 we anchored a

trajectory on Mono_1+2 populations, representing cells most

similar to Ly6Chi blood-circulating monocytes (Figure S1I), which

thenproposeda linked transcriptional progression throughall clus-

ters successively, eventually ending at Mono_Mac_6, putatively

the most terminal Mono_Mac cluster (Figures 1E and 1F). Consis-

tent with this interpretation,Mono_MacMHCIIlo cells fromdifferent

time points map along the calculated pseudotime (Figure 1G) with

the exception that cells collected on day 14 were split between

early and late pseudotime, highlighting the status of the latewound

as a distinct state fromUWand ‘‘early wound’’ states thatwas also

found in theCyTOFdata (FigureS1F).Leveraging this trajectory,we

also found the trends of gene expression of known myeloid cell

states: early expression of inflammatory gene Ly6c2,44 mid-point

expression ofSlpi andMmp12, withMmp12 being linked to antag-

onizing further monocyte recruitment,45 and late expression of

Mrc1, associated with tissue-resident macrophages (Figure S1L).

To search for patterns of space-time distribution of myeloid

states,wecreated tileplots inwhicheach tile shows theprevalence

of a cell population—defined from the clustering, above—relative

to the UW state, both over time (x axis) and space (y axis) (Fig-

ure 1H). We discovered greater spatial complexity in how specific

immune populations emerge through WH phases (Figure S1M),

exemplified by the Mono_Macs (Figure 1I). Three subpopulations

were characterized as ‘‘Early’’ (i.e., peak at day 1)—represented

by Mono_2, Mono_Mac_1, and Mono_Mac_2 and varied from 6

to 2 mm in the peak location of the amplified population. Three

others had middle-originating waves (day 3 or day 7): denoted as

‘‘intermediates’’ and represented by Mono_Mac_3+4+5. Each of

these again had specific space-time patterns of recruitment, with

Mono_Mac_2 exhibiting an ‘‘intermediate interior (Int-In)’’ and

Mono_Mac_4 a ‘‘late interior (Late-In)’’ pattern. Three others had

‘‘late exterior (Late-Ex)’’ distributions, namely Mono_Mac_6,

Mono_Mac_MHCII, and Mono_Mac_MHCII_Mgl2, and these

were noted as ‘‘return’’ populations, namely that the frequencies

dipped and then returned to levels in the UW state (Figure 1I).

Notably, the earliest progenitor Mono_1, as well as Mono_MHCII,

did not fit into those patterns (Figure S1N).

Our spatial scRNA-seq dataset also captured the space-time

accumulation of additional immune cells beyondmonocytes and

macrophages (Figure S1M). Using phenotypic earthmover’s dis-

tance (PhEMD) analysis, the samples occupied an arc-like tra-

jectory in reduced dimensions (Figure 1J), similar superficially

to that seen in CyTOF bulk analysis in Figure S1. In this analysis,

late wound outside areas (day 7_6 mm, day 7_8 mm, day

14_6 mm, and day 14_8 mm) are more like each other than

the UW state, again supporting the previous observation that

the immune composition reaches a late wound state after skin

repair, dissimilar to pre-injury (Figures 1J and S1F).

Large-volume imaging visualizes the spatial distribution
of Mono_Mac subsets in wounded skin
We aimed to validate our gene expression patterns via large-

volume tissue imaging to probe for the localization of individual

cell states (Figure 2A). The clearing-enhanced 3D (Ce3D)46 proto-

col allowed detection of immune and non-immune cells within

wounded skin, highlighting their relative position to the wound
edge as marked by integrin alpha-6 (ITGA6) staining of the

re-established epithelial basement membrane (Figure S2A; Video

S1, white). Of note, ITGA6 staining also highlighted vasculature

structures in non-wounded skin, hair follicles, fascia, and severed

nerve bundles lying outside of the closing wound (Figure S2B;

Video S2, white).

We focused on two markers, Arg1 and CD206/Mrc1, that,

although often grouped together as a combined signature of

‘‘M2’’ macrophages in vitro,47 show clear cell subset (Figure 2B)

and space-time distinct (Figure 2C) patterns in WH, further con-

firming results from tumors48 that they are not obligately part of

the same gene network. By scRNA-seq data, early inflammatory

Mono_Mac subpopulations Mono_Mac_1+2+3 express high

levels of Arg1 (Figures 2B and S2C). We validated this via cleared

wound images using an Arg1 reporter mouse,49 finding that

CD11b+Arg1+myeloidcellswerepredominantly foundat thecen-

ter of wounds and at early but not late time points after wounding

(Figures 2D, 2E, andS2D–S2F; VideosS3andS4), consistentwith

the space-time tile plot (Figure 2C). Confirming previous data,50

we also detected Arg1+ CD11b� hair follicles in UW skin

(Figures S2E andS2G). Conversely,Mrc1 expressionwas highest

in the Mono_Mac_6 subpopulation and predominated in exterior

wound regions late (Figures 2B, 2C, and S2H). Large-volume im-

aging probing for Mrc1-encoded protein CD206 confirmed the

absence of CD11b+ CD206+ cells in the center of the wound on

day 3 post wounding (Figure 2F) and their increased abundance

on the exterior non-wounded skin area across all time points

measured (Figures 2G and S2I–S2K; Videos S1 and S2), proving

the veracity of our space-time scRNA-seq mapping.

Unique space-time patterns of fibroblast
subpopulations have matching Mono_Mac patterns
Building on these space-time patterns, we focused on other cell

types with matching patterns. Unsupervised clustering of 6,944

CD45� cells identified 19 different clusters, separated into endo-

thelial cells, fibroblasts, melanocytes, muscle cells, keratino-

cytes, and dermal sheath papilla cells (Figures 3A and S3A).

Akin to immune populations, fibroblasts (Figures 3B–3D) and

other skin-resident cells (Figure S3B) displayed distinct space-

time distributions. To seek matched patterns, we primarily

focused on fibroblasts as their interaction with macrophages is

well documented.51 Here, we identified 5 separate fibroblast

clusters by distinct gene expression (Figures 3B and S3C) and

initially numbered them in accordance with their accumulation

in time during skin WH (Figures 3C and 3D).

The Fibro_1 cluster was annotated as ‘‘inflammatory’’ due to

high expression of inflammatory mediators (Figures S3C and

S3D)52,53 and their emergence on day 1, representing more

than 50% of all wound fibroblasts at that moment (Figure 3D).

The Fibro_3 and Fibro_4 clusters expressed genes associated

with collagen production and cell contraction (Figures S3C

and S3D)53–55 and were annotated as ‘‘early myofibroblasts’’

and ‘‘myofibroblasts,’’ respectively. Their space-time profile re-

vealed they make up about 50% of all fibroblasts on days 3

and 7 in the inner regions of the wound (Figure 3D). By day 14,

the myofibroblasts have returned to UW levels (Figure 3D), high-

lighting their resolution on completed skin healing.

With the Fibro_2 cluster showing transcriptional similarity

to previously described ‘‘universal’’ and ‘‘immunomodulating’’
Cell Stem Cell 30, 885–903, June 1, 2023 889
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Figure 3. Unique space-time patterns of fibro-

blast subpopulations have matching Mono_Mac

patterns

(A) UMAP plot of CD45� non-immune cells during skin

repair. Endo, endothelial cells. KT, keratinocyte; vSM,

vascular smooth muscle.

(B) UMAP plot of the fibroblasts during skin repair.

(C) UMAP projection of all fibroblasts from (B) in gray and

cells highlighted in red by time point of wound sampling.

(D) Left: line plots of fibroblast subpopulations identified

in the scRNA-seq dataset during skin repair. Percentage

of each subpopulation within all fibroblasts plotted by

day post wounding. Right: space-time tile plot repre-

senting fibroblast subpopulations. Each tile is one

space-time point. Number in tile is percentage of sub-

population among all fibroblasts at that specific space-

time point. Color indicates relative change compared

with unwounded (UW) state. Red indicates increase

and blue indicates decrease in subpopulation compared

with UW.

(E) Schematic depicting wound ‘‘en face’’ imaging. A

250 mm thick cross-section of fixed wound tissue is

collected, stained, cleared using Ce3D, and the whole

volume is imaged by scanning confocal microscopy.

(F) Space-time tile plot of Postn mRNA expression

(normalized to depth) within fibroblasts. Tiles color-

coded relative to unwounded (UW) state. Red, high;

blue, low.

(G) 3D-views of dorsal skin wound cross-sections from

Pdgfra-reporter mice collected at days 3, 7, and 14 post

wounding. Periostin (POSTN) protein staining shown in

red. Dotted vertical line, day 0 wound center. Scale bars,

500 mm.

(H) Quantification of Pdgfra-H2B-EGFP+ spots proximal

to POSTN+ staining as a percentage of all Pdgfra-H2B-

EGFP+ spots in (G) relative to distance from the center of

the wound. Percentage of POSTN-proximal Pdgfra-

H2B-EGFP+ spots are plotted by day post wounding

representing a late-interior pattern. Two independent

experiments shown overlaid with line dashes repre-

senting each replicate.

(I) Outline of space-time correlation analysis (STCA).

(J) Pearson correlation matrix output of STCA

comparing fibroblast and Mono_Mac subpopulations.

Correlation was calculated using Pearson correlation

and significance adjusted for multiple compar-

isons using Bonferroni-Hochberg (BH) correction. +p

value < 0.05, ++p value < 0.005, +++p value < 0.0005.

(K) Correlation xy-plots of select fibroblast-Mono_Mac

subpopulation pairs displaying high Pearson correlation

in occurrence in space-time during wound skin repair,

as identified in (J). Each dot represents one space-time

point, i.e., one tile from the space-time tile plot and the

unwounded state. The percentage of each paired

fibroblast and Mono_Mac cluster within the whole

fibroblast or Mono_Mac population, respectively, is

plotted for each space-time point. Pearson correlation

test used to calculate correlation coefficient R and

p value. WH-CM, wound healing cell movement; Int-In,

intermediate interior; Late-In, late interior; Late-Ex, late

exterior.

See also Figure S3.
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fibroblasts and the Fibro_5 cluster displaying similarity to ‘‘ho-

meostatic/universal’’ fibroblasts (Figures S3C–S3F),56,57 they

were annotated as such. Of all the identified fibroblast subsets,

the ‘‘immunomodulating/universal’’ Fibro_2 remained the stead-

iest in both space and time (Figure 3D), whereas the homeostatic/

universal Fibro_5 constitute 23.5% of all fibroblasts in UW skin

and increase over time to reach baseline levels by days 7/14 (Fig-

ure 3D). Finally, the Fibro_5 dominated the fibroblast population

outside of the wounded area (6–8 mm), making up 55%–77% of

all fibroblast cells there (Figure 3D). This highlights the effect of

local wound repair on neighboring UW skin areas, where cell

compositions are affected, despite the tissue not being subject

to direct physical injury.

To visually validate the space-time patterns of fibroblast sub-

sets, we collected wounds at different time points post wound-

ing and generated 250-micron thick wound sections spanning

the wound for staining and cleared via Ce3D (Figure 3E) after

staining for periostin (POSTN) and ⍺-smooth muscle actin

(aSMA), as markers for the myofibroblast-like Fibro_4 and

Fibro_3 subsets, respectively (Figures S3C and S3D). In our

scRNA-seq dataset, Postn and Acta2 (the gene encoding

⍺SMA) have distinct space-time expression patterns within fibro-

blasts, with Postn being most prevalent in the center of the

wound on day 7 (Figure 3F) and Acta2 emerging on day 3 and

then being more focused in the center of the wound at later

time points (Figure S3G). Using Pdgfra-reporter mice to mark fi-

broblasts,58 we validated the scRNA-seq space-time pattern of

Postn on the protein level present in the center of the wound

on day 7 and markedly reduced day 3 and day 14 (Figures 3G

and 3H). The position of ⍺SMA+ fibroblasts cells not associated

with vascular smooth muscle (vSM) (example in Figure S3H) in

the wound over time mirrored the scRNA-seq space-time

pattern of Acta2: prevalent on the outside on day 3 and then

detectable in the center on days 7 and 14 (Figures S3I and

S3J). This corroborates the space-time tile plot patterns of the

myofibroblast-like Fibro_3+4 subsets and their dynamic appear-

ance and disappearance during the WH process.

With the cell states of two key populations (fibroblasts and

Mono_Macs) mapped across WH space-time (Figures 1 and

2), we asked whether they co-occurred during the WH pro-

cess, highlighting groups of heterotypic cell types putatively

engaged in CCC. We performed a space-time correlation anal-

ysis (STCA) of the fibroblast and Mono_Mac subpopulations

across the tile plot (Figure 3I; see STAR Methods for further

details). This uncovered four co-occurring Mono_Mac/fibro-

blast pairs with very high degrees of space-time correlation,

namely: inflammatory Fibro_1 and Mono_Mac_1, early myofi-

broblast Fibro_3 and Mono_Mac_3, myofibroblast Fibro_4

and Mono_Mac_4, and homeostatic/universal Fibro_5 and

Mono_Mac_MHCII_Mgl2 (Figure 3J). To visualize this in

another way, we plotted cell percentages for each of these

subpopulations over all samples and found high cross-correla-

tions throughout the WH process (Figure 3K), with the Fibro_1

and Mono_Mac_1 pair coinciding as an Early WH cell move-

ment 1 (henceforth, WH-CM1), Fibro_3 and Mono_Mac_3

representing the ‘‘Int-In’’ pattern (WH-CM2), Fibro_4 and

Mono_Mac_4 representing the ‘‘Late-In’’ pattern (WH-CM3),

and Fibro_5 and Mono_Mac_MHCII_Mgl2 representing the

‘‘Late-Ex’’ pattern (WH-CM4) (Figures 1I and 3D).
A larger STCA analysis, comparing all identified CD45� non-

immune and CD45+ immune cell subpopulations in our spatio-

temporal scRNA-seq dataset, demonstrated a 5th cluster of

correlation (Figure S3K; Table S1). This block is only repre-

sented by endothelial cells, DCs, and NK cells and represents

an ‘‘Edge’’ cell movement (WH-CM5) (Figure S3K). The distinct

meanings for some of these additional cell types will await

further in-depth analysis as, in this study, we next sought to

dive deeper into the gene expression programs that might

link two candidate cell types and underlie the pattern of

their CCC.

Gene program analysis identifies movements of gene
expression across diverse cell types and predicts cell-
cell interactions between macrophage and fibroblasts
Moving beyond cluster-based analysis, we applied non-negative

matrix factorization (NMF). This analysis seeks to decompose a

cell by gene matrix into the product of two smaller matrices with

non-negative components59,60 and can reveal layers of hetero-

geneity beyond clustering, especially in a population of cells

without clearly demarcated subpopulations.33,61,62 Here, collec-

tions of genes with similar expression patterns across the cell

type contribute to a ‘‘factor’’ with their gene weight denoting

the strength of its contribution to that factor (Table S2). Each

cell is also then assigned a loading value for each factor (e.g.,

feature plots in Figures 4A and 4B), which can also be visualized

in space-time (tile plots in Figures 4A and 4B).We henceforth use

the terms factor and ‘‘gene program’’ interchangeably.61,63

We applied a variation of NMF analysis, termed non-smooth

NMF (nsNMF),64 to our fibroblast and macrophage subset

because of its sparser output during factorization compared

with the base NMF algorithm.64,65 We applied a cophenetic

metric to identify the optimal number of factors as in Fig-

ure S4C.66 This resulted in 24 factors for all Mono_Mac popula-

tions and 17 factors for the fibroblasts, each with a largely

unique and specific collection of top contributing genes

(Figures S4A and S4B). Some genes are shared strongly be-

tween factors. For example, MHCII-associated genes (e.g.,

H2-Aa and H2-Ab1) are shared between Mono_Mac factor-4

and factor-7 (Figure S4A); however, such overlaps remain rare.

Like the STCA above with cell subpopulation fractions, we

asked if the space-time patterns of certain factors in the

Mono_Mac population were correlated with factors in the fibro-

blasts. Using a similar approach to Figure 3I, we identified pairs

of strongly correlated Mono_Mac and fibroblast factors. We

focused on three sets of correlated factors—henceforth, gene

movements (GMs): WH-GM-1 through 3. These, respectively,

exhibit space-time patterns broadly similar to WH-CM1 (Early),

WH-CM2 (Int-In), and WH-CM-3 (Late-In) patterns described

above (see Figure 4C and tile plots in Figures 4A and 4B).

Based on the space-time coincidence of these factors, we

explored the hypothesis that such correlations could reveal

cell-cell signaling between fibroblasts and Mono_Macs that

drive the emergence of reciprocal gene programs over the time

course of wound closure (Figure 4D). We began by examining

fibroblast/Mono_Mac movements WH-GM-1 through 3 using

CellChatDB10 to help identify putative ligands that are products

of genes contributing to a ‘‘sender’’ factor (Figure S5D;Mendeley

Figure S4 at https://doi.org/10.17632/kmmw43j2z6.2). We then
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experimentally queried if the set of top contributing genes of the

correlated ‘‘target’’ factor, in the opposite cell type, might be up-

regulated by the ligand of interest. We explored three such rela-

tionships between macrophages and fibroblasts as follows.

WH-GM-1/Early-In: the oncostatin M (OSM) pathway was pre-

dictedbyCellChat to bemost prevalent at day 1 (Figure S4D)with

Osm being a major contributing gene to Mono_Mac factor-23

(Figure S4A). This, in turn, was defined to be in a space-time

GM with fibroblast factor-1 (Figure 4C). We then used real-time

quantitative PCR to test how in vitro stimulation with OSMwould

affect gene expression in primary skin fibroblasts (PSFs), finding

that genes shown in Figure S4B that contribute most heavily to

fibroblast factor-1 (e.g., Serpinb2, Serpine1, Bnip3, and Glul)

were significantly upregulated by OSM treatment (Figure 4E).

Importantly, top contributing genes to other factors (e.g.,

Acta2, Cygb, and Postn) were not similarly upregulated, indi-

cating the specificity of the predictions generated from NMF

analysis.

WH-GM-2/Int-In: we noted the emergence of Mono_Mac

factor-2 at day 3 in the interior of the wound, coinciding with fibro-

blast factor-8 (Figure 4C). Tnc encoding tenascin-C (TNC) was a

major contributing gene to fibro factor-8 and is known to skew

macrophage polarization.67 We predicted the exposure of bone

marrow-derivedmacrophages (BMDMs) toTNCwouldupregulate

the suite of top contributing genes to Mono_Mac factor-2. We

found that genes that strongly and specifically contributed to

Mono_Mac factor-2 (e.g., Cd83, Ccrl2, Id3, Gadd45b, and Tgif1

among others) were upregulated following TNC treatment

(Figure 4F).

WH-GM-3/Late-In: CellChat predicted the POSTN pathway for

day 3/day 7 could signal from fibroblasts to macrophages (Fig-

ure S4D; Mendeley Figure S4 at https://doi.org/10.17632/

kmmw43j2z6.2) with predicted signaling from Fibro_3/4 toMono_

Mac_3/4, specifically through interaction with integrins alpha-V

and beta-3 (Itgav, Itgb3).68 Postn was a top contributing gene to

fibroblast factor-10 (Figure S4B), which correlated well in space-
Figure 4. Gene program analysis identifies modules of gene expression

macrophages and fibroblasts

(A and B) Schematic showing strategy for NMF-based decomposition of the (A) fib

fibroblast andmonocyte/macrophagepopulations yielded17/24 factors, respectiv

describing the average loading of the factor as a function of space-time, with color

(C) Space-time correlation matrix for average factor expression profiles. Correl

multiple comparisons using BH correction. +(alpha < 0.05), ++(alpha < 0.005).

(D) Cartoon schematic of hypothetical fibroblast-macrophage crosstalk and progr

investigate in vitro are labeled. WH-GM, wound healing gene movement; OSM, o

intermediate interior; Late-In, late interior.

(E) Real-time quantitative PCR quantification of gene transcripts in PSF’s predicte

factor-1 as well as genes contributing to other factors as a negative control. Bar ch

the OSM treated and untreated PSF’s. Error bars denote standard error of the

experiments. Right heatmap shows the normalized gene weight contribution to a

(F) Real-time quantitative PCR quantification of gene transcripts in BMDM’s p

Mono_Mac factor-2 as well as genes contributing to other factors as a negativ

expression between the TNC treated and untreated BMDM’s. Error bars denote s

two independent experiments. Right heatmap shows the normalized gene weight

(G) Real-time quantitative PCR quantification of gene transcripts in BMDM’s p

Mono_Mac factor-22 as well as genes contributing to other factors as a negat

expression between the POSTN treated and untreated BMDM’s. Error bars denot

of two independent experiments. Right heatmap shows the normalized gene w

probed.

See also Figure S4 and Table S2.
timewithMono_Mac factor-22 tomake upWH-GM-3 (Figure 4C).

Using an in vitro stimulation of BMDMs, we confirmed that

recombinant POSTN, in combination with plate-bound collagen

specifically induced the expression of top contributing members

of Mono_Mac factor-22 (e.g., Gpnmb, Pld3, and Fabp5) but

not those from other factors (Figure 4G). We then examined if

the paired signal and response genes were found co-localized in

the healing wound. Imaging sections of day 7 wounds, we were

able to simultaneously stain for the protein product of Postn

(sender) and a response gene in macrophages, Gpnmb (Fig-

ure S4E). We found GPNMB+ and CD11b+ cells in the vicinity of

thick POSTNdeposition (FigureS4F).Wealsoobserveda gradient

in POSTN signal moving outward from the center of the wound,

matching our scRNA-seq tile plots as in Figure 3. Concurrently,

mean GPNMB signal within CD11b+ cells decreased beyond the

originalwoundedgeat around2mmdistance from the center (Fig-

ure S4G), matching the Mono_Mac factor 22 profile (Figure 4B).

When examining the distance of CD11b+ cells to the nearest

POSTN surface, we also found that GPNMB+CD11b+ cells were

significantly closer to POSTN signal than their GPNMB�CD11b+

counterparts, with a median distance of 5 microns vs. 55 microns

(Figure S4H).

Extending NMF to all the other cell types, we identified 114

gene programs scattered across our broad cell type definitions

(top contributing genes and weights found in Table S1); analysis

of their correlated space-time profiles revealed ‘‘blocks’’ of

shared space-time patterns including, but also extending

beyond, the Early, Edge, Int-In, Late-In, and Late-Ex patterns

described above (Figures S4I and S4J; Mendeley Figure S4 at

https://doi.org/10.17632/kmmw43j2z6.2).

Identification of conserved gene programs between WH
and cancer
The paradigm of the tumor as a wound that never heals has been

hypothesized,28,29 and we sought to quantify the degree the tu-

mor microenvironment (TME) could be described byWH factors.
across diverse cell types and predicts cell-cell interactions between

roblast and (B) monocyte/macrophage populations. NMF decomposition of the

ely. Shownare three example FeaturePlots for factor ‘‘expression’’ and tile plots

s indicating change of average expression relative to unwounded as in Figure 1I.

ation was calculated using Pearson correlation and significance adjusted for

ession over the timespan of wound healing. Three putative interactions that we

ncostatin M; TNC, tenascin-C; POSTN, periostin; Early-In, early interior; Int-In,

d from gene program analysis (see Figure S4B) to contribute most to fibroblast

art and color scale denote the log2 fold-change of relative expression between

mean from technical triplicates. Data are representative of two independent

ll 17 identified fibroblast factors for the genes being probed.

redicted from gene program analysis (see Figure S4A) to contribute most to

e control. Bar chart and color scale denote the log2 fold-change of relative

tandard error of the mean from technical triplicates. Data are representative of

contribution to all 17 identified Mono_Mac factors for the genes being probed.

redicted from gene program analysis (see Figure S4A) to contribute most to

ive control. Bar chart and color scale denote the log2 fold-change of relative

e standard error of the mean from technical triplicates. Data are representative

eight contribution to all 17 identified Mono_Mac factors for the genes being
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Figure 5. Identification of conserved gene programs in Mono_Mac between wound healing and mouse tumor models

(A) Strategy for generation of a multi-tumor model Mono_Mac CD45+ scRNA-seq dataset. Following integration, Mono_Mac populations were selected for NMF

decomposition, starting with 3,859 cells and the top 1,250 variable genes expressed in at least 2% of cells. This resulted in 25 factors of interest based on the

cophenetic metric (seen in Figure S5C).

(B) Heatmap showing the Jaccard20 distance (defined in STAR Methods) between all 25 Mono_Mac (M_M) tumor and 24 Mono_Mac WH factors based on top

contributing gene weights.

(C–F) Scatter plots for selected tumor/WH factor pairs for (C) tumor factor-16 vs. WH factor-13, (D) tumor factor-13 vs. WH factor-4, (E) tumor factor-6 vs. WH

factor-22, and (F) tumor factor-13 and WH factor-22 with the gene weight contributions plotted as calculated from the basis matrix in the NMF output (see

Figure S4A for WH factors and Figure S5B for tumor factors). Slope represents x = y line and dotted lines represent the weight for the 20th highest gene

contribution in either factor. The Jaccard20 index is shown and thus reflects the frequency of points in quadrant I over quadrants I, II, and IV. For pairings in (C)–(E),

top shared genes in the upper right quadrant were put through Enrichr to find overrepresented cellular processes with the top result by p value listed. Full Enrichr

output can be found in the extended data (Table S2).

(G) Volcano plot showing differential loading of factors between MC38 and B16F10 Mono_Mac datasets for the 25 identified factors. y axis denotes log10 of

unadjusted p value. Labeled points have adjusted p value < 0.05 (Bonferroni correction) and absolute log2 fold-change greater than 0.5. Colored points have

absolute log2 fold-change greater than 0.5.

See also Figures S4 and S5.
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We hypothesized that NMF analysis could reveal conserved

gene programs between the WH and tumor tissue contexts.

We first generated an integrated myeloid-subset scRNA-seq da-

taset from two different mouse tumor models—B16F10 mouse

melanoma and MC38 mouse colorectal (Figures 5A and

S5A)—and applied our nsNMF workflow, identifying 25 factors

(Figures S5B and S5C). We then sought to quantify the degree

of factor similarity between the two contexts. We prioritized

that a conserved pair of factors exhibit significant overlap in
894 Cell Stem Cell 30, 885–903, June 1, 2023
the top contributing genes; therefore, we applied a Jaccard dis-

tance metric based on the top 20 genes by weight or Jaccard20

(J20) distance. Most factor pairings displayed little to no overlap

in their top 20 contributing genes, but a few rose prominently

from the background (Figure 5B).

We generated scatterplots of gene weights to examine shared

gene contributions more closely between pairs of WH and tumor

factors (examples in Figures 5C–5F and S5D–S5I). Although

most factor pairings resembled Figure 5F with little to no overlap
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in gene contributions, we did identify nine strong pairings

(J20 > 0.25) (Figures 5C–5E and S5D–S5I). Gene ontology (GO)

analysis on the shared genes in the upper right quadrant re-

vealed unique cellular processes associated with each pairing

that could, at least partially, reflect the functional output of those

gene programs (full list of GO terms in Table S3). We focus on

three of these pairings below:

‘‘Early interferonstimulatedgene (ISG)’’ program:of thestronger

pairings, the WHMono_Mac-13-to-Tumor Mono_Mac-16 factors

were highly characterized by a collection ofwell-described ISGs69

(Figure 5C). GO analysis yielded the term ‘‘type I interferon

signaling pathway.’’ In the wound, this WH Mono_Mac factor-13

followed an Early WH-GM1 space-time profile (Figure S4J).

‘‘Edge MHCII program’’: another factor pairing (WH Mono_

Mac-4-to-Tumor Mono_Mac-13; Figure 5D), involved genes

associated with antigen presentation through MHCII. In

this case, there were highly correlated expression levels of

H2-Ab1, H2-Eb1, and other genes associated with antigen pre-

sentation (e.g., Cd74). GO analysis indicated antigen processing

and presentation viaMHCII. WHMono_Mac factor-4 followed an

Edge WH-GM5 space-time profile that seemed to follow the

closure of the wound (Figures S4I and S4J).

‘‘Late triglyceride’’: the WH Mono_Mac factor-22 to tumor

Mono_Mac factor-6 pairing was marked by genes including

Gpnmb, Fabp5, Syngr1, Cd63, Trem2, and Lipa among others

(Figure 5E). GO analysis revealed enrichment for ‘‘triglyceride

sequestration,’’ suggesting a functional output associated

with intracellular vesicle trafficking and exocytosis. This factor

also followed the space-time pattern that we termed Late-In or

WH-GM3 (Figure S4J).

Finally, we sought to determine whether such programs are

used equivalently in the two-model tumor systems. The MC38

dataset displayed significant enrichment of factors including tu-

mor factors 11 and 13, which had a strong (J20 > 0.25) correspon-

dence to aWH factor. Meanwhile, B16F10 tumors were uniquely

marked by a separate and very strong enrichment of factor-6,

corresponding to WH factor-22 (Figure 5G). Together, this sug-

gests that although tumors may indeed borrow factors from

WH, individual tumors may do so uniquely.

We were also curious as to how different time points of the

tumor might resemble different space-time coordinates of WH.

We used two published scRNA-seq datasets on fibroblasts

collected at different stages of tumor progression in either a

B16F10 melanoma model70 (Figure S5J) or tumors arising in

KPP (Pdx1cre/+; LSL�KrasG12D/+; p16/p19flox/flox) genetically en-

gineeredmousemodel (GEMM) animals54 (Figure S5K).We used

our fibroblast factors to generate signature scores for each pro-

gram in these tumor datasets to relate their similarity to space-

time coordinates of WH. Strikingly, we found both tumor models

showed similar trajectories over the tumor stage, moving toward

the day 7_2mm and day 7_4mm coordinates and away from the

UW and late edge coordinates (Figures S5L–S5N). This was

driven by the gain of factors 8 and 10 and loss of factors 12

and 13, suggesting that as the tumor progresses in these

models, the fibroblast compartment comes to resemble a late-

resolving wound.

We next sought to generalize our findings to a more clinically

relevant setting. Using a merged scRNA-seq dataset collected

from patient tumor resections (from lung adenocarcinomas
[LUNG] and head and neck squamous cell carcinoma [HNSC])

with some matched adjacent normal tissue (Figure 6A), we ex-

tracted the fibroblast and Mono_Mac subsets (Figures 6B, 6D,

and S6A–S6D). We applied NMF decomposition and compared

gene weight contributions as above, with the conversion of

mouse gene symbols to human ones for comparison. Despite

the difficulties in comparing gene programs across species

and tissue types, we observed several overlapping mouse WH

(mWH) and human tumor (HuTumor) factors (Figures S6G and

S6H). mWHMono_Mac factor-22 overlapped well with HuTumor

Mono_Mac factor-7 with many overlapping genes as seen in a

gene weight scatterplot (Figure 6D). Meanwhile, mWH fibroblast

factor-10 was conserved well with HuTumor fibroblast factor-5

(Figure 6E). This suggested that these day 7-dominant gene pro-

grams (mWH fibroblast factor-10 and mWH Mono_Mac factor-

22) represented a cross-species conserved state in human tis-

sues. When we plotted the mean loading of HuTumor fibro

factor-5 vs. the mean loading of HuTumor Mono_Mac factor-7

across samples, we found a correlated increase in these factors

going from adjacent normal to tumor tissue in HNSC and LUNG

(Figures 6F and 6G). When considering the HNSC and LUNG

indications separately, we found a significant correlation be-

tween the levels of this HuTumor fibro factor-5 and HuTumor

Mono_Mac factor-7. Thus, not only are these factors conserved

across species but also their co-occurrence.

Conservation of Mono_Mac factors predicts increased
POSTN density and decreased Selectin-P+ vessel
density in B16F10 vs. MC38 tumor models
We finally sought to study the conserved gene programs

spatially and confirm the differential usage of WH factors in

different tumormodels. To this end, we used ourMono_Mac fac-

tor translation matrix (Figure 5B) and our WH movement identifi-

cation to make and then test predictions about the state of the

tumor microenvironment in either tumor model. As observed in

Figure 5G, the Mono_Mac tumor factor-6 was more highly ex-

pressed in B16F10 vs. MC38. This tumor macrophage factor

corresponded to Mono_Mac WH factor-22 (Figure 5B). We

used the observation that the latter factor was paired in a

space-time movement with fibroblast factor-10 in our WH data-

set (Figure 4C), to form the prediction that the sender signal

POSTN, would be more prevalent in B16F10 vs. MC38 model

(Figure 7A). Immunofluorescence staining of both tumors identi-

fied indeed a profoundly larger density of POSTN fibers within

B16F10 tumors compared with MC38 (Figures 7B and 7C). In

addition, a considerably larger fraction of CD11b+ cells were in

close contact with POSTN fibers in the B16F10 model vs.

MC38 (Figures 7D, 7E, and S7A).

Conversely, the shared ‘‘Edge MHCII’’ factor (tumor Mono_-

Mac factor-13 corresponding to WH Mono_Mac factor-4; Fig-

ure 5B) was more dominant in MC38 (Figure 5G). Going back

to the space-time correlations in Figure S4J, WH Mono_Mac

factor-4, as an Edge pattern WH-GM5, grouped with WH endo-

thelial factor-8, which comprised genes including Selp, Vwf, and

Ackr1. Following a similar line of inference as before with POSTN

signaling to macrophages, we predicted a higher density of

Selectin-P+ vasculature in MC38 vs. B16F10 tumors (Figure 7F).

Using 3D imaging of cleared thick tumor sections (250 mm)

(Figures 7G and S7B), we found a markedly increased density
Cell Stem Cell 30, 885–903, June 1, 2023 895
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Figure 6. The wound healing gene movement-3 (WH-GM3) is conserved in human tumors

(A) scRNA-seq datasets of both CD45+ and CD45� compartments from patient tumor resections and adjacent normal samples were collected from lung ade-

nocarcinomas (LUNG) and head and neck squamous cell carcinomas (HNSC) as described in STAR Methods (n = 77,270 cells).

(B) Feature plot shown for the Mono_Mac object for HuTumor Mono_Mac factor-7.

(C) Scatter plot for geneweights from factor pair (human) HuTumorMono_Mac factor-7 vs. (mouse) mWHMono_Mac factor-22 (right). Mouse gene symbols were

converted to their ortholog for comparison purposes with the gene weight contributions plotted as calculated from the basis matrix in the NMF output. Slope

represents x = y line, and dotted lines represent the weight for the 20th highest gene contribution in either factor. The Jaccard20 index is shown.

(D) Feature plot shown for the fibroblast object for HuTumor fibro factor-5.

(E) Scatter plots for selected human (hu) tumor/murine (m)WH factor pairs huTumor Fibroblast Factor 5 vs. mouseWHFibroblast factor-10. Mouse gene symbols

were converted to their ortholog for comparison purposeswith the geneweight contributions plotted as calculated from the basismatrix in the NMF output. Slope

represents x = y line and dotted lines represent the weight for the 20th highest gene contribution in either factor. The Jaccard20 index is shown.

(F and G) Scatter plot showing mean factor levels calculated for huTumor Mono_Mac factor-7 and huTumor fibroblast factor-5 across HNSC samples (F) and

LUNG (G). Point shapes denote adjacent normal vs. tumor samples and lines between points represent paired adjacent normal and tumor samples. Pearson’s rho

denoted and p value calculated via Pearson’s method.

See also Figure S6 and Table S3.
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of Selectin-P+ vasculature in the MC38 tumor relative to B16F10

tumor (Figure 7H), consistent with our prediction in Figure 7F.

Analysis also revealed clear physical proximity of MHCII+ cells

(cyan points) with Selectin-P+ vasculature (green) vs. Selectin-

P� vasculature (red) in both tumor models (Figures 7I, 7J, and

S7C). We also note this preference for Selectin-P vessels was

not found inMHCII� cells (Figures 7J and S7C). These lines of ev-

idence provide examples of how the conceptual framework of

conserved gene programs and multicellular movements can

inform hypothesis generation-spanning tissue contexts.

DISCUSSION

Characterizing how diverse cell types are spatially and tempo-

rally organized within the tissue will help us understand the un-

derlying dynamic nature of tissues. Here, we established a

spatiotemporal framework to study pairing of cell types during

the physiologically complex process of wound repair. In this

setting, the concept that spatiotemporal correlation may

indicate paired biology drove the identification of groups of cell

types and gene programs that together form larger cellular

movements and are partially conserved in both skin repair and

tumor growth.

Several fibroblast-macrophage interactions have been

described in health and disease, such as fibrosis and cancer.22
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The use of STCA takes this systematically one step further and

identified three distinct fibroblast-macrophage cellular pairings

during wound repair (Figure 3J), each characterized by a distinct

space-time pattern during the repair process. The earliest

pattern consisted of inflammatory Fibro_1, expressing the

neutrophil-attracting chemokineCxcl571 and the early inflamma-

tory gene Ptx3.72 Accordingly, this early pattern was accompa-

nied by neutrophils andmonocytes (Figure S3K) whose accumu-

lation in early wounds had been previously identified3 but not tied

to this fibroblast population. Conversely, the Late-Ex pattern ties

together Fibro_5, mast cells, MHCIIhi Mono_Mac, T cells, and

keratinocyte subsets. These multicellular patterns are akin to

the described collection of cell types that coordinate monocyte

differentiation in the liver.6

By combining NMF-based decomposition with spatiotem-

poral data, we identified co-occurring gene programs that pro-

vide candidates for reciprocal interaction between cell types.

We present this approach as a framework for identifying CCC

pathways and their downstream effects on gene expression. In

our framework, factors or gene programs represent a functional

module activated in a cell type due to response to external stim-

uli, which, in turn, may be derived from programs activated in

other cell types. One example is OSM from Mono_Mac to fibro-

blasts, previously known to induce Serpine1 and Il33 upregula-

tion.73,74 Using NMF analysis combined with spatiotemporal
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Figure 7. Conservation of Mono_Mac factors predicts specific differential features of microenvironments in B16F10 vs. MC38 tumor models

(A) Schematic for hypothesis generation in the tumor setting. Translation of the tumor Mono_Mac (M_M) factor-6 to the WH Mono_Mac factor-22 allows prediction

that the same stimuli (POSTN fromWH fibro factor-10) might underlie tumor Mono_Mac factor-6 and thus be more prevalent in the B16F10 vs. MC38 tumor model.

(legend continued on next page)
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correlations across cell types, we identified a host of other genes

(e.g., Glul, Mt2, and Acsl4) (Figure 4E) not previously described

to be OSM induced.

Reciprocally, we predicted TNC to induce a host of genes

(e.g., Cd83, Ccrl2, and Id3) in Mono_Mac factor-2 in the day 3

wound interior. Testing TNC treatment on BMDMs revealed a

specific upregulation of these predicted genes in a specific

manner, failing to upregulate genes contributing to other gene

programs (Figure 4F). Recent work has discovered a TNC-

(Toll-like receptor 4) TLR4 signaling axis in macrophages that

promotes a pro-metastatic perivascular niche67; we note that

several of these target genes we verified are known to sit down-

stream of TLR4 activation.75,76

Similarly, our movement identification suggested POSTN,

which emerges later in WH in fibroblasts, as a candidate to

induce the genes defined in factor-22 inMono_Mac’s (Figure 4G)

in day 7 wound interiors. This factor includes Gpnmb, Lipa, and

Trem2, implicated as a marker for a tumor-associated macro-

phage population that can be targeted for immunotherapy.77–79

Previous reports have mainly described the ability of POSTN to

promote adhesion and migration of macrophages in tumor set-

tings.77–82

Our dataset suggests a multitude of major groupings of

spatiotemporally correlated gene programs in disparate cell

types, with each grouping displaying a unique space-time

pattern (Figures S4I and S4J; Mendeley Figure S4 at https://

doi.org/10.17632/kmmw43j2z6.2). Similar to the idea of

‘‘hubs’’ of gene programs, these movements of gene programs

could represent spatially co-localized, functional units of cell

organization in tissue.62 Additionally, such groupings could un-

derlie the findings that tumor microenvironments tend to adopt

defined compositional ‘‘archetypes.’’83 The gene programs

identified here, and their shared spatiotemporal profiles, will

inform future studies to identify which correlations are indica-

tive of true CCC.12,84

We posit that gene program analysis can serve as a powerful

tool for integrative studies across tissue types and disease

models.33 We identified conserved gene programs in the Mono_

Mac populations from two tumor models and our WH dataset.
(B) Representative immunofluorescent images of 10 mm sections of day 14 B16F1

Scale bars, 100 mm. Representative of 2 independent replicates consisting of tot

(C) Barchart denoting fraction area of POSTN+ surfaces as a fraction of the to

represents a scanned area from 6/5 separate tumor samples MC38/B16F10 resp

(D) Insets from denoted regions of interest in Figure 6B. Arrows denote CD11b+

bars, 25 mm.

(E) Histograms showing distribution of distance of CD11b+ cells to nearest POST

2 mm. p value calculated via Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test for distribution simila

(F) Schematic for hypothesis generation in the tumor setting. Translation of the tum

the same association between WH Mono_Mac factor-4 with endothelial WH fact

more prevalent in MC38 vs. B16F10 tumor model.

(G) Processed 3D images of cleared 250 mm thick tumor slices from a (left) B16F

(green) and CD31+/Selectin-P� signal (red). Dots (cyan) denote MHCII+ cells. Rep

70 microns in B16F10 and MC38 images, respectively.

(H) Bar chart showing comparison of the cumulative Selectin-P+ surfaces volume n

sided Wilcoxon rank-sum test used for significance testing.

(I) Zoomed in and rotated insets fromMC38 tumor in Figure 6G exemplifying (1) den

MHCII+ cell accumulation proximal to Selectin-P�. Scale bars, 40 and 30 micron

(J) Histograms indicating the distances of MHCII+ spots and MHCII� spots to th

indicates the median. Histograms representative of 4 independent replicates (4 s

See also Figure S7.
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We also found conserved gene programs in both macrophages

and fibroblasts from human tumor samples, demonstrating that

these programs may represent fundamental cross-species

biology (Figures 6A–6E). We also note that factor pairings are

not perfect, with some genes showing little contribution in one

setting vs. major contribution in another (Figure 5B). We theorize

that this could indicate either a purely coincidental co-expres-

sion in one setting, gene dropout differences, or an additional

layer of epigenetic regulation. We also note the presence of

many factors without a good counterpart that could represent ar-

tifacts introduced in the processing pipeline or be representative

of context-specific programs. This methodology could also

be applied to models of fibrosis,85 wherein many of the same

CCCs that drive regeneration become dysregulated, e.g., per-

sisting inappropriately.22,86–88 Thus, identifying the space-time

profiles of conserved gene programs and between fibrosis,

WH, and tumorigenesis could identify where the dynamics of

pathologies begin to diverge in state space from normal.29

We further demonstrated that testable hypotheses can be

generated from our correlative studies by proceeding in a two-

step fashion, first translating tumor Mono_Mac factors to WH

Mono_Mac factors (Figure 5B), then using identified multicellular

movements to translate WH Mono_Mac factors to correlated

WH factors in other cell types (Figure S4J). This analysis allowed

us to predict increased POSTN signaling to macrophages

in B16F10 vs. MC38 tumors that we verified downstream

(Figures 7A–7E). Of note, this pair of macrophage/fibroblast pro-

grams (Mono_Mac factor-22 and fibroblast factor-10) that domi-

nated in the day 7 wound interior was found conserved in human

tumor samples from HNSC and lung adenocarcinoma resections

(Figures 6A–6E) with a paired enrichment in tumor tissue vs. adja-

cent normal (Figures 6F and 6G). We suggest that different tumor

archetypes in human and mouse models can be described in

terms of WH space-time coordinates; in this instance, the

B16F10 model and some human tumors can be said to resemble

a day 7 wound interior in the resolution phase. Altogether, our in-

silico analysis suggests that as tumorsprogress, theybecomeen-

riched in features found in the late wound interior while losing fea-

tures associatedwith theUWand latewoundexterior coordinates
0 and MC38 tumors stained for DAPI (blue), POSTN (green), and CD11b (red).

al of 6 and 5 samples for MC38 and B16F10, respectively.

tal imaged tissue area. One-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum test used. Each point

ectively.

cells in close contact with POSTN+ surfaces (B16F10) or not (MC38). Scale

N surface. Representative of 3 independent replicates (3 tumors). Bin-width =

rity.

or Mono_Mac factor-13 to the WHMono_Mac factor-4 allows prediction that

or-8 might be found in the tumor setting and that endothelial factor-8 might be

10 and (right) MC38 tumor. Generated surfaces based on Selectin-P+ staining

resentative of 4 independent replicates (4 separate tumors). Scale bars, 80 and

ormalized to the total imaged tissue volume betweenMC38 and B16F10. One-

se accumulation ofMHCII+ cells proximal to Selectin-P+ vessels and (2) sparse

s, respectively.

e nearest Selectin-P+ or Selectin-P� surface in the MC38 model. Dashed line

eparate tumors). p value calculated via KS test for distribution similarity.

https://doi.org/10.17632/kmmw43j2z6.2
https://doi.org/10.17632/kmmw43j2z6.2
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(Figures S5L–S5N). Notably, our tumor datasets lack spatial reso-

lution, and future work could illuminate neighborhoods in the

tumor microenvironment with similarity to distinct wound space-

time points using spatial transcriptomics.89–91 Conversely, we

also predicted an enrichment for P-selectin-expressing endothe-

lial cells (endo factor-8) in MC38 vs. B16F10 tumors (Figure 7F).

The close association of MHCIIhi macrophages with CD31+

vasculature has been reported previously92 but not specifically

with Selectin-P+ vasculature. Of interest, the endothelial factor-8

genes includingSelp,Sele, andAckr1 also define a tumor-associ-

ated high endothelial venule network found to be correlated

with patient response to checkpoint blockade immunotherapy,93

suggesting an etiology for the unresponsiveness of the B16-F10

melanoma model vs. the MC38 model to ICB.94

Limitations of the study
Our scRNA-seq study identified several immune and non-im-

mune cells and their dynamic changes during the skin repair pro-

cess. However, we noticed no capture of adipocytes, neurons,

or glial cells. Presumably, our workflow of cell sorting and 103

Genomics encapsulation led to their disproportionate loss. This

precludes analysis of their potential involvement in the move-

ments we describe. In addition, we noted a reduced representa-

tion of neutrophils in our scRNA-seq study compared with our

initial CyTOF study, possibly due to the sensitivity of these cells

to the scRNA-seq workflow. Previous studies have highlighted

the importance of adipocytes in skin repair,34 as well as the

role of macrophage-neuron crosstalk skin homeostasis.95

Although we showmultiple lines of evidence for POSTN-medi-

ated factor-22 upregulation in macrophages, several questions

remain. First, POSTN is known to mediate several effects on

TGFb signaling96 and macrophage recruitment.97 The signaling

events leading directly from POSTN binding via theoretical

receptors (ITGAV, ITGAM) to upregulation of Mono_Mac fac-

tor-22 genes remain unclear. Second, in our tumor settings, it

remains unknown if the POSTN observed is derived from fibro-

blasts or tumor cells themselves.

The skin is colonized by a microbiome that breaches the skin

barrier on injuries that are sensed by local immune cells. In our

otherwise sterile tumor models, pathogen sensing would be less

likely to influence CCC. Thus, commonalities discovered here us-

ingsubcutaneous tumormodelsandskinwoundingareconserved

inboth the absenceandpresenceof pathogendetection,whereas

programs during WH without a counterpart in tumor models may

represent a response downstream of pathogen sensing.
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Antibodies

anti-mouse CD16/32 (clone 2.4G2) Tonbo Biosciences 70-0161-U500

anti-mouse CD45 Alexa Fluor 647

(clone 30-F11)

Biolegend 103124

anti-mouse GPNMB eFluor� 660 (clone

CTSREVL)

eBioscience 50-5708-80

anti-h/mPeriostin (clone 345613) R&D Systems MAB3548

anti-alpha smooth muscle actin antibody

(polyclonal)

Abcam AB5694

anti-mouse P-selectin (polyclonal) R&D Systems AF737

anti-CD31 AlexaFluor647 (clone 390) BioLegend 102416

anti-CD11b AlexaFluor594 (clone M1/70) BioLegend 101254

anti-CD206-AlexaFluor647 (clone C068C2) BioLegend 141712

anti-I-A/I-E AlexaFluor594 (clone M5/114.15.2) BioLegend 107650

anti-I-A/I-E AlexaFluor488 (clone M5/114.15.2) BioLegend 107616

goat anti-rat IgG (H+L) AlexaFluor488 Thermo Fisher Scientific A11006

donkey anti-goat IgG (H+L) AlexaFluor488 Thermo Fisher Scientific A11055

F(ab’)2-Goat anti-Rabbit IgG (H+L)

Cross-Adsorbed

Secondary Antibody, Alexa Fluor� Plus 555

Thermo Fisher Scientific A48283

Alexa Fluor� 488 AffiniPure Fab Fragment

Goat Anti-Rat IgG (H+L)

Jackson ImmunoResearch 112-547-003

Alexa Fluor� 647 AffiniPure Fab Fragment

Goat Anti-Rat IgG (H+L)

Jackson ImmunoResearch 112-607-003

anti-mouse B220 (clone RA3-6B2) Biolegend 103202

anti-mouse CCR7 (clone 4B12) Biolegend 120101

anti-mouse CD103 (clone 2e7) Biolegend 121402

anti-mouse CD11b (clone M1/70) Biolegend 101202

anti-mouse CD11c (clone N418) Biolegend 117302

anti-mouse CD16/32 (clone 2.4G2) BD 553142

anti-mouse CD19 (clone 6D5) Biolegend 115501

anti-mouse CD206 (clone C068C2) Biolegend 141702

anti-mouse CD207 (clone 4C7) Biolegend 144202

anti-mouse CD24 (M1/69) Biolegend 101802

anti-mouse CD3e (clone 17A2) Biolegend 100202

anti-mouse CD38 (clone 90) Biolegend 102702

anti-mouse CD4 (clone RM4-5) Biolegend 100506

anti-mouse CD44 (clone IM7) Biolegend 103002

anti-mouse CD45 (clone 30-F11) Biolegend 103102

anti-mouse CD49b (clone HMa2) Biolegend 103513

anti-mouse CD62L (clone MAB5671) R&D MAB5761

anti-mouse CD64 (clone (X54-5/7.1) Biolegend 139302

anti-mouse CD69 (polyclonal) R&D AF2386

anti-mouse CD8a (clone 53-6.7) Biolegend 100702

anti-mouse CD86 (clone GL-1) Biolegend 105002

anti-mouse CD90 (clone G7) Biolegend 105202
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anti-mouse c-Kit (clone 2B8) Biolegend 105802

anti-mouse CTLA-4 (clone UC10-4B9) Biolegend 106302

anti-mouse F4/80 (clone BM8) Biolegend 123102

anti-mouse FceR1a (clone MAR-1) Biolegend 134302

anti-mouse Foxp3 (clone NRRF-30) eBiosciences 14-4771-80

anti-mouse GATA3 (clone 16E10A23) Biolegend 653802

anti-mouse Ki67 (clone SolA15) eBiosciences 14-5698-82

anti-mouse Ly6C (clone HK1.4) Biolegend 128002

anti-mouse Ly6G (clone 1A8) Biolegend 127602

anti-mouse MHC-II (clone M5/114.15.2) Biolegend 107602

anti-mouse PD-1 (clone 29F.1A12) Biolegend 135202

anti-mouse PD-L1 (clone 10F.9G2) Biolegend 124302

anti-mouse PDCA1 (clone 927) Biolegend 127002

anti-mouse RORgt (clone B2D) eBiosciences 14-6981-82

anti-mouse Siglec F (clone E50-2440) BD Biosciences 552125

anti-mouse SIRPa (clone P84) Biolegend 144002

anti-mouse T-bet (clone 4B10) Biolegend 644802

anti-mouse TCRgd (clone GL3) Biolegend 118101

anti-mouse Ter119 (clone Ter119) Biolegend 116202

anti-mouse TIM-3 (clone B8.2C12) Biolegend 134002

anti-human CD45 APC/e780 (clone HI30) Thermo Fisher 47-0459-42

anti-human CD3e PerCP/e710 (clone OKT3) Thermo Fisher 46-0037-42

anti-human HLA-DR BUV395 (clone G46-6) BD Biosciences 564040

Biological samples

Fetal Bovine Serum, Benchmark GeminiBio 100-106

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

Methanol Fisher Scientific A412-4

recombinant human Tenascin Merck Millipore CC-065

recombinant mouse Periostin R&D Systems 2955-F2-050

recombinant mouse Oncostatin M BioLegend 762802

Albumin, Bovine (BSA), nuclease free VWR 332

Albumin, Bovine (BSA) Sigma A7906

EDTA Teknova E0306

Maxpar PBS Fluidigm 201058

Maxpar Cell Staining Buffer Fluidigm 201068

Maxpar Water Fluidigm 201069

EQ Four Element Calibration Beads Fluidigm 201078

Saponin Sigma S-7900

Cisplatin Enzo Life Sciences ALX-400-040

NaN3 Sigma S-8032

Cell-ID 20-Plex Pd Barcoding Kit Fluidigm 201060

Cell-ID 125 mm Iridium Intercalator Fluidigm 201192A

16% paraformaldehyde Electron Microscopy Sciences 15710

DNase I Millipore Sigma 10104159001

Collagenase IX Millipore Sigma C7657

Hyaluronidase Worthington Biochemical Corp LS005477

buprenorphine hydrochloride Hospira 0409-2012-32
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bupivicaine AuroMedica Pharma LLC 55150-167-10

OCT Sakura 4583

Triton X-100 Sigma T8787

Mouse serum Jackson ImmunoResearch 015-000-120

Normal rat serum Stem Cell Technologies 13551

Goat serum Sigma G9023

Histodenz Sigma D-2158

N-methylacetamide Sigma M26305-100G

1-Thioglycerol Sigma M1753-100ML

5X iScript RT Supermix Bio-Rad L001404B

SsoFast EvaGreen Supermix Bio-Rad L000915B

Critical commercial assays

Chromium Next GEM Single Cell 3’ GEM,

Library & Gel Bead Kit v3.1, 16 rxns

10x Genomics PN1000121

Chromium Next GEM Chip G Single

Cell Kit, 48 rxns

10x Genomics PN-1000120

Chromium Next GEM Single Cell 5’

Library & Gel Bead Kit v1.1, 16 rxns

10x Genomics PN-1000165

10X Chromium Controller 10x Genomics N/A

Deposited data

Mouse spatiotemporal scRNAseq wound

data set

This paper GEO: GSE204777

Human tumor scRNAseq data set This paper https://doi.org/10.17632/nnmb6m5p5j.1

Mouse melanoma fibroblast data set Davidson et al.70

(PMID: 32433953)

ArrayExpress: E-MTAB-7427

Mouse pan-tissue fibroblast scRNAseq atlas Buechler et al.22

(PMID: 33981032)

ArrayExpress:E-MTAB-10315

Mouse pancreatic cancer fibroblast sc

RNAseq data set

Dominguez et al.54

(PMID: 31699795)

ArrayExpress: E-MTAB-8483

Mouse wound scRNAseq data set Guerrero-Juarez et al.26

(PMID: 31699795)

GEO: GSE113854

Supplementary Mendeley Figures & Tables Mendeley Data Mendeley data:

https://doi.org/10.17632/

kmmw43j2z6.2

Experimental models: Cell lines

B16-F10 (mouse melanoma cell line) ATCC CRL-6475

MC38 (mouse colorectal tumor cell line) Kerafast ENH204-FP

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

Mouse: wild-type C57BL/6 The Jackson Laboratory Stock# 000664

Mouse: Arg1-tdTomato-CreERT2

x R26R-EYFP

H.-E. Liang and R.

Locksley (UCSF)49
https://www.sciencedirect.com/

science/article/pii/S1074761319301992

Mouse: Pdgfra-H2B-EGFP A. Molofsky (UCSF)58 Stock# 007669,

Oligonucleotides

See Table S2 for qPCR primers IDT N/A

Software and algorithms

Original code for analysis and figure

generation

This Paper https://github.com/ken7hu/WH_SpaceTime

Normalizer Finck et al.98;

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/

doi/10.1002/cyto.a.22271

https://rdrr.io/bioc/CATALYST/

man/normCytof.html
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Rphenograph Levine et al.99;

https://www.sciencedirect.com/

science/article/pii/

S0092867415006376

https://github.com/

JinmiaoChenLab/Rphenograph

R environment R Development Core Team https://cran.r-project.org/

bin/windows/base/

Premessa Parker ICI https://github.com/ParkerICI/premessa

Flow Jo v10.8.1 Tree Star https://www.flowjo.com/

Imaris 9.2.1 Bitplane https://imaris.oxinst.com/products/imaris-for-

cell-biologists?gad=1&gclid=

Cj0KCQjw3a2iBhCFARIsAD4jQB2RkztA4vyhmDUQ3_

eo2WwjysDt-NhFrH-evt8PxW5s5oKpw_

WYJhcaAuhZEALw_wcB

MATLAB The MathWorks, Inc. https://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab.html

LASX Leica Microsystems https://www.leica-microsystems.com/

products/microscope-software/p/leica-las-x-ls/

CellChat (R package) Jin et al.10;

https://www.nature.com/articles/

s41467-021-21246-9

https://github.com/sqjin/CellChat

Seurat v3 (R package) Stuart et al.100 [Seurat V3] https://satijalab.org/seurat/

NMF (R package) Gaujoux and Seoighe101,

http://www.biomedcentral.com/

1471-2105/11/367.

https://cran.r-project.org/web/

packages/NMF/index.html

Corrplot (R package) https://cran.r-project.org/web/

packages/corrplot/vignettes/

corrplot-intro.html

https://cran.r-project.org/web/

packages/corrplot/vignettes/

corrplot-intro.html

Ggpubr (R package) https://cran.r-project.org/web/

packages/ggpubr/index.html

https://cran.r-project.org/web/

packages/ggpubr/index.html

PhEMD Chen et al.102;

https://www.nature.com/

articles/s41592-019-0689-z

https://www.bioconductor.org/

packages/release/bioc/html/

phemd.html

Monocle 3 Trapnell et al.43;

https://doi.org/10.1038/nbt.2859

https://github.com/

cole-trapnell-lab/monocle3

CellRanger v 4.0.0 10X Genomics https://support.10xgenomics.com/

single-cell-gene-expression/

software/downloads/latest

Biorender https://www.biorender.com https://www.biorender.com/

Other

lipid-modified oligonucleotides (LMO) McGinnis et al.37;

https://www.nature.com/

articles/s41592-019-0433-8

N/A

MaxPAR antibody conjugation kit Fluidigm 201146B

Dermal biopsy punch, 2 mm Acuderm inc. 69038-02

Dermal biopsy punch, 4 mm Integra 33-34

Dermal biopsy punch, 6 mm Integra 33-36

Dermal biopsy punch, 8 mm Integra 33-37

RNeasy Mini Kit Qiagen 74104
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Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to andwill be fulfilled by the lead contact, Matthew F.

Krummel (matthew.krummel@ucsf.edu).
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Materials availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability
d Original and publicly available single-cell RNA-seq data have been deposited in GEO andMendeley Data and are publicly avail-

able as of the date of publication. Accession numbers/DOIs are listed in the key resources table.

d All original code has been deposited at Github and is publicly available as of the date of publication. DOIs are listed in the key

resources table.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon

request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

Animals
All mice were housed in an American Association for the Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care (AALAC)-accredited animal

facility and maintained in specific pathogen-free conditions. All animal experiments were approved and performed in accor-

dance with the Institutional Animal Care and Use Program protocol number AN184232. Wild-type female C57BL/6 mice be-

tween 6-12 weeks old were purchased from The Jackson Laboratory, Arg1-tdTomatoCreERT2 x R26R-EYFP mice were a kind

gift from Drs. Hong-Erh Liang and Richard Locksley (UCSF), Pdgfra-H2B-EGFP+/wt mice were a kind gift from Dr. Ari Molofsky

(UCSF). All mice were housed at the University of California, San Francisco (UCSF) animal facility with typical light/dark cycles

and standard chow. For tumor growth studies, MC38 colon cancer (5x105 cells / 50 ml) or B16-F10 melanoma cancer cells

(1x105 cells / 50 ul) were transplanted into the subcutaneous region of the mouse flank. On day 14 after tumor challenge,

when tumors reached a size/volume of approximately 0.5 cm3, mice were sacrificed, tumors were excised and processed

for downstream analysis.

Cell lines
B16-F10 and MC38 cells were purchased from ATCC and Kerafast, respectively, and cultured at 37�C in 5% CO2 in DMEM supple-

mented with 10% FBS (Benchmark), 2 mM L-glutamine, 100 U/ml penicillin, and 100 mg/ml streptomycin.

Human tumor collection of the UCSF Immunoprofiler Initiative (IPI)
Tumor samples for the Immunoprofiler was transported from various cancer operating rooms (ORs). All patients consented by the

UCSF IPI clinical coordinator group for tissue collection under a UCSF IRB approved protocol (UCSF IRB# 20-31740). Samples

were obtained after surgical excision with biopsies taken by Pathology Assistants to confirm the presence of tumor cells. Patients

were selected without regard to prior treatment. Freshly resected samples were placed in ice-cold PBS or Leibovitz’s L-15 medium

in a 50mL conical tube and immediately transported to the laboratory where they were chopped in small pieces (2-3mm2) and placed

in a cryovial filled with 1mL of freezing media (10% DMSO, 90% FBS) and stored at -80 in a Polycarbonate container, blue high-

density polyethylene closure, white high-density polyethylene vial holder overnight. The cryovials were then moved to a nitrogen

tank for long-term storage.

Human tissue digestion and cell sorting for single cell RNA sequencing analysis
Tumor tissue contained in a cryovial was rapidly thawed in a 37C water bath and then the tissue was rinsed 3 times in complete

media (RPMI with 10% FBS) before being thoroughly chopped with surgical scissors and transferred to GentleMACs C Tubes (Mil-

tenyi Biotec) containing 20 uL/mL Liberase TL (5 mg/ml, Roche) and 50 U/ml DNAse I (Roche) in RPMI 1640 per 0.3 g tissue.

GentleMACs C Tubes were then installed onto the GentleMACs Octo Dissociator (Miltenyi Biotec) and incubated for up to

45min according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Samples were then quenched with 15 mL of sort buffer (PBS/2% FBS/

2mM EDTA), filtered through 100 mm filters and spun down. Red blood cell lysis was performed with 175 mM ammonium chloride

if needed. Cells were then incubated with Human FcX (BioLegend) to prevent non-specific antibody binding. Cells were then

washed in DPBS and incubated with Zombie Aqua Fixable Viability Dye (Thermo). Following viability dye incubation, cells were

washed with sort buffer and incubated with cell surface antibodies mix diluted (containing anti-human CD45, anti-human

CD3e, and anti-human HLA-DR) in the BV stain buffer (BD Biosciences) following manufacturer instruction for 30 minutes on

ice in the dark. Cells were then washed three times and resuspended in sort buffer (PBS/2% FBS/2mM EDTA) after filtering

through a 100 mm filter prior to flow sorting. Each sample was then sorted for viable immune cell (CD45+ viability dye-) and viable

non-immune cells (CD45- viability dye-). Each sample was enriched for immune cells at a ratio of 80% immune and 20% non-

immune cells. After sorting, cells were pelleted and resuspended at 103 cells/ul in 0.04%BSA/PBA and loaded onto the Chromium

Controller (10X Genomics). Samples were processed for single-cell encapsulation and cDNA library generation using the Chro-

mium Single Cell 5’ v1.1 Reagent Kits (10X Genomics). The library was subsequently sequenced on an Illumina Novaseq (Illumina).

All samples were sequenced at 25,000 reads per cell.
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METHOD DETAILS

Full-thickness wounding
All mice used for wounding experiments were between 7-10 weeks old (second telogen hair follicle phase). Two to four days before

wounding, back skin was shaved and residual hair was removed using NAIR (Walgreens). On the day of wounding, mice were anes-

thetized with 3% isofluorane and subcutaneously injected with 50 ml of 0.25% bupivacaine and 50 ml of 50 mg/ml buprenorphine for

analgesia. The back skin was then sterilized using a Betadine Solution swab stick (for scRNAseq and imaging experiments) or

ChloraPrep (BD Biosciences) (for Mass Cytometry experiments to avoid iodine contamination during sample acquisition). Four

full-thickness wounds were generated with a 4 mm biopsy punch. Wound diameter was measured with calipers.

Tissue Processing
At time of analysis, mice were euthanized, back skin was dissected from mice, excess scapular and inguinal fat was removed, and

wounds plus adjacent tissue was excised using an 8 mm biopsy punch. An 8 mm biopsy punch was used to collect unwounded

back skin as a day 0 or unwounded control. Four to six 8 mm biopsy punches were pooled from unwounded back skin to collect

sufficient cells for downstream analysis. On ice, tissue was finely minced with scissors and then placed in a 2 ml tube containing

1 ml of digestion medium (2 mg/ml collagenase XI, 0.5 mg/ml hyaluronidase, 0.1 mg/ml DNase in RPMI with 10% FBS, 2 mM

L-glutamine, 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 mg/ml streptomycin, 50 mM beta-mercaptoethanol). The tube was placed horizontally in a bac-

terial shaker for 45 min at 37�C and 225 rpm. The sample was then filtered through a 100 mm filter and washed with 10 ml cold RPMI.

The generated single cell suspension was then processed for further depending on analysis method.

Mass Cytometry
Antibody conjugate generation

All mass cytometry antibodies are listed in the key resources table. Primary conjugates of mass cytometry antibodies were prepared

using the MaxPAR antibody conjugation kit (Fluidigm) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. After labeling, antibodies were

diluted in Candor PBS Antibody Stabilization solution (Candor Bioscience GmbH, Wangen, Germany) containing 0.02% NaN3 at

0.1-0.3 mg/ml. Antibody conjugates were stored at 4�C. Each antibody clone and lot was titrated to optimal staining concentrations.

Cell Preparation

After single cell generation, cells were resuspended at 1x106 cells / ml PBS with 5 mM EDTA. An equal volume of PBS with 5 mM

EDTA plus 50 mMCisplatin (Enzo Life Sciences, Farmingdale, NY) was added and incubated for 60 s before quenching with an equal

volume of PBS with 5 mM EDTA plus 0.5% BSA. Cells were centrifuged at 500 g for 5 min at 4�C. Washed cells were resuspended in

PBS with 5 mM EDTA and fixed with 2.67% PFA for 10 min at RT. Fixation was quenched by adding 10x volume of PBS with 5 mM

EDTA plus 0.5% BSA. Cells were centrifuged at 500 g for 5 min at 4�C and resuspended in PBS with 0.5% BSA and 10% DMSO

before frozen and stored at -80�C until barcoding.

Mass-Tag Cellular Barcoding

After thawing stored samples at RT, up to 1x106 cells from each mouse were barcoded with distinct combinations of stable Pd iso-

topes in PBS with 0.02% saponin as described before.103 After incubation at RT for 15 min on a shaker at 90 rpm, cells were pelleted

at 600 g for 5 min at 4�C and washed two more times with cell staining media (CSM: PBS with 0.5%BSA and 0.02%NaN3). After the

last wash, all samples were pooled into a single 15 ml tube.

Mass Cytometry Staining and Acquisition

After barcoding and pooling of samples, all cells were pelleted at 600 g for 5 min at 4�C and resuspended in CSM containing a metal-

labeled anti-CD16/32 antibody for 5 min at RT on shaker at 90 rpm to block Fc receptors. Extracellular cell markers were stained by

adding a master mix of metal-labeled antibodies listed in the key resources table. After incubation for 30 min at RT on a shaker at

90 rpm, cells were washed with 5 ml of CSM. For cell permeabilization prior to intracellular stain, pelleted cells were resuspended

in 1 ml of pre-chilled 99% MeOH (Sigma Aldrich) and incubated for 10 min at 4�C. Cells were washed twice in 5 ml of CSM prior

to intracellular stain. For intracellular staining, pelleted cells were resuspended in themaster mix of metal-labeled antibodies for intra-

cellular targets and incubated for 30min at RT on a shaker 90 rpm. Cells were washedwith 5ml of CSM and then resuspended in 2ml

PBSwith 1.6%PFA and 0.55 ml 191/193Ir DNA Intercalator (Fluidigm). Cells were incubated overnight at 4�C. Cells were thenwashed

once with 12 ml CSM, once with 12 ml PBS, and once with 12 ml of ddH2O prior to dilution in H2O at about 3x106 cells/ml containing

normalization beads (see below), filtered through a 70 mm cell strainer and then analyzed on a Helios mass cytometer (Fluidigm, San

Francisco, CA). We analyzed 3x104-2x105 cells per sample.

Mass Cytometry Bead Standard Data Normalization

Data normalization was performed as previously described.104 All mass cytometry files were normalized together using the mass

cytometry data normalization algorithm,98 which uses the intensity values of a sliding window of the bead standards to correct for

instrument fluctuations over time and between samples.

Data Analysis

After bead normalization and debarcoding using the Premessa package (https://github.com/ParkerICI/premessa), singlets were gated

byEvent Length andDNAcontent. Live cells were identified asCisplatin-negative cells. Immune cells were identified asCD45+ cells and

downsampled to 3.000-10.000 cells per sample prior to export and concatenation in FlowJo (Treestar). After concatenation of all cells

fromeach timepoint,cell clusterswere identifiedusing thePhenographalgorithm99usingk=190nearestneighbors.Mean intensity values
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of each marker per cluster were exported from FlowJo and imported into Morpheus (https://software.broadinstitute.org/morpheus/) to

generate heatmaps. The identity of each cluster was determined based on expression of stained markers.

Cell counts ber sample and CyTOF run can be found in Mendeley Table S1 at https://doi.org/10.17632/kmmw43j2z6.2.

Single cell RNA sequencing of skin wound-associated cells
For spatiotemporal scRNAseq analysis, skin wounds were processed as described above to generate single cell suspensions,

except that after excising the skin wound and adjacent tissue with an 8 mm biopsy punch, the excised skin wounds were further

partitioned by successively using a 2 mm, 4 mm, and 6 mm biopsy punch, resulting in three rings and one round center sample, all

with different diameters (Figure 1A). Digestion of tissue proceeded as described above, except that no DNase I was used in the

digestion media to avoid potential downstream cleaving of nucleotide barcodes. After washing and pelleting of cells at 500 g for

5 min at 4, samples were each resuspended in 100 ml of staining buffer (PBS plus 2% FBS and 2 mM EDTA) and 2 ml of purified

anti-mouse CD16/32 (Fc Shield, clone 2.4G2, Tonbo Biosciences, 2 mg/ml) was added to the sample. Samples were incubated for

150 on ice to block FC receptors. Following this incubation, anti-mouse CD45 Alexa Fluor 647 (clone 30-F11, Biolegend, 1:1000)

was added and cells were incubated for an additional 20’ on ice. Cells were washed using staining buffer, pelleted at 500 g for

5 min, and resuspended in staining buffer plus DAPI (1 mM). Cells were filtered on a 40 mm cell strainer right before being sorted on

a BD FACSAria II cell sorter (BD Biosciences). CD45+ and CD45- cells were collected separately in ice cold collection buffer (color-

less RPMI supplemented with 10% FBS, 2 mM L-glutamine, 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 mg/ml streptomycin, 50 mM beta-mercaptoe-

thanol). Across all 17 samples (= 4 timepoints multiplied by 4 areas plus one unwounded sample), 206 x 103 CD45+ and 263.7 x

103 CD45- cells were collected. Cells of individual samples were pelleted at 500 g for 5 min at 4�C. Supernatant was removed and

cells were resuspended in 160 ml of colorless RPMI. Samples were then barcoded using lipid modified oligonucleotides (LMO) as

in McGinnis et al.37 before pooling. The pool was then split over 5 lanes of a 10X 3’ NEXTGEM chip before encapsulation with a

targeted cell number of 12,000 per lane.

Following the MULTI-Seq library construction protocol, additive primer was spiked in during the cDNA amplification step as

described in McGinnis et al.,37 the supernatant was reserved following SPRI cleanup and separately amplified. Finally, libraries

were pooled for sequencing using a 1:10molar ratio of LMO: gene expression (GEX) libraries with approximately equal representation

from each lane. Pooled samples were then sequenced using 1 lane of a S4 flowcell for a target of�3B reads. GEX libraries had total

read counts of (493M, 515M, 495M, 452M, 403M) for lanes (1,2,3,4,5) respectively, showing similar order of magnitude representa-

tion in read counts. The estimated sequencing saturation ranged from 58-64% (calculated via CellRanger), indicating sequencing

depth did not vary appreciably between lanes. LMO libraries had total read counts of (37M, 39M, 38M, 36M, 32M) also showing stable

representation from all 5 lanes.

Each individual well was demultiplexed using deMULTIplex package37 to remove doublets and unlabeled cells. Confidently

hashed cells were then carried forward for integration in Seurat v3.100 From there, cells with percent mitochondrial reads >25 percent

and number of genes <200 were filtered out. Following an initial high-level clustering, we removed several clusters composed mostly

of highmitochondrial % cells or low nUMI and a immune/non-immune doublet cluster. An initial high-level clustering and dimensional

reduction was used to define the CD45+ and CD45- subsets. Once subsetted, each group was then further re-clustered to generate

the ‘final’ CD45+/- datasets.

Candidate identification of ligand-receptor interactions using CellChat
For CellChat analysis,10 the M/M subset and fibroblast subsets were merged into a single Seurat object, then split into 5 Seurat ob-

jects based on the ‘Day’ metadata. Each Seurat object was then imported into a CellChat object using the ‘RNA’ assay. Signaling

network likelihoods were calculated using CellChat’s computeCommunProb function using the trimean method, using raw data,

and with population size scaling. Stacked barchart was calculated using the rankNet function with genes ordered by day weighted

average.

Embedding a low-dimensional representation of samples using PhEMD
Formass cytometry data, PhEMDwas employed to generate a two- or three-dimensional embedding of all samples split by timepoint

based on their immune cell profiles.102 For scRNAseq data, a two-dimensional embedding of CD45+ samples split by all space/time-

points based on their immune cell profiles was generated. Briefly, PhEMD first generates a reference map of cell subtypes, then uses

Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD) to compute pairwise dissimilarities between samples (incorporating sample-to-sample differences in

cell fractions of each cell subtype as well as intrinsic dissimilarities between subtypes based on the cell subtype reference map), and

finally applies a dimensionality reduction technique to the sample-to-sample distance matrix to generate a final embedding of sam-

ples. The Seurat implementation of 3D Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection (UMAP) was used to map the cell-subtype

space. Dissimilarity between each pair of cell subtypes was defined as the distance between the centroids (in UMAP space) of all

cells assigned to the two respective subtypes. PHATE was applied to the EMD patient-to-patient distance matrix to generate the

final 3D embedding of samples.105

For PhEMD application to CyTOF data, the fully concatenated clean datasets were converted into feature-cell sparsematrices that

Seurat could import, analogous to a scRNA-Seq dataset. The data was then transformed using the arcsinh transform and processed

as described above.
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Pseudotime Analysis in scRNAseq data set
Monocle analysis

Raw counts from the individual cell-specific object were used to create a Monocle343,106,107 cell_data_set object, and the PCA and

UMAP embeddings were imported directly from the Seurat object. Each cell-specific trajectory was inferred by reverse embedding

the UMAP coordinates using the DDRTree method. The root cell states for the trajectory in the MHCIIlow and MHCIIhi Mono_Mac

objects were chosen based on which cell cluster was present on day 1 post-wounding. Relative pseudotime was obtained through

a linear transformation relative to the cells with the lowest and highest pseudotimes ((1 - min_pseudotime) / max_pseudotime).

Space/Time Tileplot of pseudotime

Similar to the Space/Time Tileplot of cell frequencies described above, a tileplot for the MHCIIlow and MHCIIhi Mono_Macs was

created. The numbers in each tile represent the average pseudotime value of all cells found at that particular space/timepoint.

‘D00’ represents cells found in the unwounded skin and, therefore, is not split into different wound regions.

Ce3D Tissue Clearing and Whole Mount Imaging
Tissue staining and clearing

Wounds and surrounding tissue were excised from back skin using an 8 mm biopsy punch. Wound samples were cleared using the

Ce3D clearing protocol46 with minor modifications. First, wound samples were fixed in 4% PFA (16% PFA, Electron Microscopy Sci-

ences, diluted in PBS) at 4�C overnight on a horizontal shaker at 100 rpm by sandwiching them between two layers of cell strainer

mesh to prevent sample curling. Subsequent steps were all performed protected from light. One wound sample was then transferred

into a 2 ml tube and washed three times 30–60 min in 1 ml of wash buffer (PBS, 0.3% Triton X-100, 0.5% 1-thioglycerol) on a hor-

izontal shaker at RT at 100 rpm. The inside of the 2ml tube lid was plugged with a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) cut out to prevent the

sample from being stuck during all subsequent washing, blocking, staining, and clearing steps. After washing, the sample was

immersed in filtered blocking solution (PBS, 0.3% Triton X-100), 1% BSA, 1% normal mouse serum, and 1% normal serum of

host species of used staining antibodies) overnight at 37�C on a horizontal shaker at 100 rpm. The next day, the sample was stained

in 1 ml blocking buffer supplemented with DAPI (1 ug/ml) for nuclear staining, anti-CD49f/ITGA6 AF488 (clone GoH3; 1:100, stock

200 mg/ml), anti-CD11b AF647 (clone M1/70; 1:100, stock 500 mg/ml), anti-CD11b AF594 (clone M1/70; 1:100, stock 500 mg/ml),

and/or anti-CD206 AF647 (clone C068C2; 1:200, stock 500 mg/ml) antibodies. The sample was incubated for three days at 37�C
on a horizontal shaker at 100 rpm. After the staining incubation, the sample was transferred into a new 2 ml tube and washed

once using 1 ml wash buffer for 8-12 h at 37�C on a horizontal shaker at 100 rpm, and then three more times with 1 ml wash buffer

for 8-12 h at RT on a horizontal shaker at 100 rpm. After washing, the sample was transferred into a new 2 ml tube for clearing

by subsequently incubating the sample in 1 ml of 33%, 50%, 80%, or 100% Ce3D clearing solution (2.75 ml 40%

N-methylacetamide, 4 g Histodenz, 5 ml Triton X-100, 25 ml 1-thioglycerol) diluted in wash buffer at RT on a horizontal shaker at

100 rpm. The 33%, 50%, and 80% Ce3D clearing steps were done for 1 h each and the 100% clearing step was done overnight.

After clearing, the sample was mounted epidermal side facing down on a PDMS chamber that fit the sample in the middle. Ce3D

clearing solution was used as the mounting medium.

‘Thick’ section clearing

For ‘thick’ section (250-300 mm) clearing and imaging for both wounds and tumor samples, we started with whole tissue (wound or

tumor) and fixedwith 4%PFA at 4C overnight. This was followed by a progressive 15% to 30%w/v sucrose gradient then embedding

and freezing in OCT. Thick sections were thenmade using a cryostat and placed into PBS to washOCT residue away. These sections

were then carried through a generalized Ce3D workflow.12 Blocking and wash buffers same as above. For the POSTN and aSMA

staining in Figures 3 and S3, we used the following primary antibodies for 1 day at 37C followed by 1 day at RT in Ce3D blocking

buffer supplemented with 1% Normal Goat Serum: anti-aSMA (1:200 Abcam stock at 0.2mg/mL) and anti-POSTN (1:200 R&D stock

500 mg/ml). Following a 1 day wash, we stained with the following secondaries for 2 days at RT: Goat anti-rabbit F(ab’)2 AF555

(1:1000, Thermo stock 2 mg/mL) and Goat anti rabbit F(ab) AF647 (1:1000, Jackson Immuno stock 1.25 mg/mL) and DAPI at

2 ug/mL. Samples were then washed for another day before clearing and mounting as above.

For imaging of Selectin-P and CD31 vasculature in thick tumor sections in Figure 7, sections were blocked in Ce3D blocking buffer

with 1% NDS and NRS, then stained with primary anti mouse P-selectin (1:200, R&D stock 0.2 mg/mL) and anti-CD31 (1:100) and.

After washing, we applied to following stains: donkey anti-goat AF488 (1:1000, Thermo stock 2mg/mL), anti-CD31 (1:100, Biolegend

0.5 mg/mL) and anti-I-A/I-E AlexaFluor594 (1:200, Biolegend stock 0.5mg/mL) and DAPI at 2 ug/mL. Following staining, thick sec-

tions were cleared as above and mounted in additional clearing solution in cavity slides, then cover slipped.

‘Thin’ cryosection imaging

For thin (10 mm) sections, samples were embedded and frozen in OCT, then sectioned on the cryostat and transferred to slides. Sam-

ples were then fixed 2 hr 4C in 4% PFA before permeabilization for 15 min in 0.2% Triton X-100. Samples were then blocked using

(PBS, 0.1%Triton X-100), 1%BSA, and 1%normal serum of host species of used staining antibodies) and stained in the same buffer.

All staining steps were performed at 4C overnight. For thin sections of wounds in Figure S4, we first stained for POSTN using rat-

derived anti-human/mouse periostin antibody (clone 345624, R&D Systems, 1:200, stock 500 mg/ml) and secondary AF488 goat

anti-rat F(ab) (1:1000, stock 2 mg/mL). Following washing and blocking with Normal Rat Serum, we stained with anti-mouse

GPNMB eFluor660 (clone CTSREVL, ThermoFisher, 1:200, 200 mg/ml) as well as 1 ug/mL DAPI. For thin tumor sections in Figure 7,

we first stained for POSTN using rat-derived anti-human/mouse periostin antibody (clone 345624, R&D Systems, 1:200, stock

500 mg/ml) and secondary AF488 goat anti-rat F(ab) (1:1000, stock 2 mg/mL) as above Following washing and blocking with Normal
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Rat Serum, we stained with anti-mouse CD11b AF594 (Biolegend clone M1/70; 1:100, stock 500 mg/ml) as well as 1 ug/mL DAPI.

Slides were washed and coverslipped using VectaShield.

Image acquisition and analysis

All samples were imaged using a Leica SP8 laser scanning confocal microscope with a white light laser and 405 nm diode. For whole

cleared wounds, a 16X 0.6NA (HC Fluotar L 16x/0.6 IMM CORR DLS, Leica) objective was used during acquisition. ‘Thick’ (250-

300 mm) and ‘thin’ (10 mm) cryosections were imaged using a 20X 0.75NA (HC PL APO 20x/0.75 IMM CORR CS2, Leica) objective.

After acquisition, individual tiled images were stitched together using the LAS X software (Leica) and then analyzed using the Imaris

software suite (Bitplane).

Imaris processing

For large volume images, spots were created using the Imaris Spots function and inputting the DAPI nuclear stain signal. Parameters

for Spots generation are listed in Mendeley Table S2 at https://doi.org/10.17632/kmmw43j2z6.2. This first step is done to locate and

identify individual cells within the imaged sample. Spherical spots here are created based on signal above a user-defined threshold

value in the DAPI channel and based on the size of the DAPI object. Next, Surfaces for channels CD11b, Arg1-tdTomato, and CD206

were created based on the parameters listed in Mendeley Table S2 at https://doi.org/10.17632/kmmw43j2z6.2 using the Imaris Sur-

faces function. Surface marker-positive cells were identified by their vicinity to a previously identified DAPI spot. Depending on sur-

facemarker (seeMendeley Table S2 at https://doi.org/10.17632/kmmw43j2z6.2 for details), DAPI spots 5-20 mmclose to the Surface

were identified as CD11b+, Arg1+, and/or CD206+ using the Find Spots Close to Surface function in Imaris. To identify CD11b+ Arg1+

or CD11b+ CD206+ double positive cells, the Colocalize Spots function selecting CD11b -and Arg1-positive spots or CD11b- and

CD206-positive spots, respectively, with a threshold of =<1 mm was used in Imaris.

Ex vivo experiments of primary skin fibroblast and bone marrow-derived macrophages (BMDMs)
Primary skin fibroblast isolation

6-12 week old C57BL/6 mice were euthanized and their ventral skin covering the thorax was shaved and residual hair were removed

by NAIR application. The skin was excised and remaining subcutaneous fat was removed before the tissue was finely minced with

scissors. The tissue was then transferred into a 2 ml tube containing 1 ml of digestion medium (2 mg/ml collagenase XI, 0.5 mg/ml

hyaluronidase, 0.1mg/ml DNase in RPMI with 10%FBS, 2mML-glutamine, 100U/ml penicillin, 100 mg/ml streptomycin, 50 mMbeta-

mercaptoethanol). Tissue from one skin excision was split into 3 tubes. The tubes were placed horizontally in a bacterial shaker for

90 min at 37�C and 225 rpm. After digestion, the samples were filtered on a 100 mm cell strainer and the digestion was quenched by

adding 20ml of ice cold RPMI. The single cell suspension was then seeded at a concentration of 2x104 cells / cm2 in fibroblast media

(DMEM supplemented with 10%FBS, 2mML-glutamine, 50 mMbeta-mercaptoethanol, 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 mg/ml streptomycin,

and 250 ng/ml amphotericin B) at 37�C in 5% CO2. After 3 days or when culture reached 80-90% confluency, cells were collected,

aliquoted, and stored in liquid nitrogen (passage 1). For subsequent co-culture experiments, cells were thawed and cultured in fibro-

blast media for one more passage before use in experiments.

Generation of bone marrow-derived macrophages (BMDMs)

6-12 week old C57BL/6 mice were euthanized and their femurs and tibiae were excised. Using PBS, the bone marrow was flushed

from the long bones after cutting off the ends. After pelleting the bone marrow, the red blood cells were lysed using RBC lysis buffer

(155 mM NH4Cl, 12 mM NaHCO3, 0.1 mM EDTA) for 5 min at RT. Cells were washed with DMEM and filtered through a 40 mm cell

strainer before being seeded at 1x106 cells / ml on a low-adherent cell culture dish in BMDMmedia (DMEM supplemented with 10%

FBS (Benchmark), 2 mM L-glutamine, 50 mM beta-mercaptoethanol, 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 mg/ml streptomycin, and 20 ng/ml

M-CSF). After 3 days in culture, cells were split 1:2 into new low-adherent cell culture dishes with fresh BMDM media. On day 6-7

of culture, BMDMs were harvested and used for experiments.

For Oncostatin M stimulation, PSF’s were grown to 80%confluency, before switching to DMEM+1%FBSwith 50 ng/mL of recom-

binant OSM (Biolegend) and incubated 24hrs at 37C before harvest for RNA extraction.

Conditioned BMDMmedia fromGrn-/- was generated as follows: BMDM’s were generated as described above from bone marrow

from Grn-/- mice. On D7 following BMDM isolation and differentiation, the media was replaced with DMEM+1%FBS and harvested

24 hours following incubation. PSF’s were grown till 80% confluent then media was replaced with Grn-/- BMDM CM with or without

1 ug/mL recombinant Progranulin (R&D). PSF’s were incubated at 37C for 24hrs before harvest for RNA extraction.

For Periostin treatment, Collagen IV coated 6 well plates (Corning 354428) were coated with 1 ug/mL recombinant mouse Periostin

(R&D 2955-F2-050) overnight at 4C. Plates were then washed twice with PBS before cell plating. BMDM’s D8 post-isolation and

differentiation were then plated at a density of 750k cells per well and briefly spun down at 200g for 15 seconds to force them

into contact with the plate. BMDM’s were then incubated 24 hrs at 37C before RNA extraction.

Reverse transcription real-time quantitative PCR

Following cell harvest and washing 1X cold PBS, cells were lysed and RNA extraction performed using the RNeasy kit from Qiagen.

Roughly equal mass of RNA was then used for reverse transcription using the iScript Master Mix. The reaction mix was directly used

for RT-qPCRwith the SsoFast EvaGreen kit and read out on a Bio-Rad thermocycler with the following cycling protocol: [95C for 30s,

95C for 5s, 60C for 2s, repeat from step 2 44x, 65C to 95C melt curve with 0.5C increments at 5s each]. Primer sequences can be

found in the key resources table. We confirmed that melt curves were consistent across samples and the non-template controls has

no appreciable amplification. Cq was calculated at roughly ¼ the maximum signal and then corrected against 18s Cq before con-

version to relative expression. Shown bar charts are representative of the mean+SE of 3 technical replicate wells.
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QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical details of individual experiments can be found in their respective figure legends.

Quantification of cells in microscopy images
Quantification in whole-mount wounds

To quantify the number of cells per area of wound in the Imaris software, first, a user-defined ‘center’ spot was selected in the wound

that represents the center of the wound. This spot was duplicated to create a new spot object. Then, the duplicated ‘center’ spot was

selected and using the ‘Distance Transformation’ tool under ‘Tools -> Create new Channel’ a new channel was generated, wherein

the channel intensity across the sample reflects the distance from the previously selected center spot. Areas close to the center spot

have a low intensity and areas distant from the center have a high intensity in the ‘Distance Transformation’ channel. To calculate how

many cells/spots are located at what distance from the center of thewound, the 8mmwound cutout used for imagingwas subdivided

into 8 circular bins (0-0.5 mm distance from center of wound; 0.5-1.0; 1.0-1.5; 1.5-2.0; 2.0-2.5; 2.5-3.0; 3.0-3.5; 3.5-4.0). Cells/spots

with a cell marker of interest was selected, for example ‘CD11b+’ spots, and a new filter was created called ‘Intensity Mean’ of the

‘Distance Transformation’ channel. Selection of the maximum and minimum filter settings reflect which of the 8 circular bins all

‘CD11b+’ spots are counted. The same was done for all ‘CD11b+ Arg1-tdTomato+’ spots and the percentage of ‘CD11b+ Arg-

tdTomato+ of CD11b+’ spots was calculated for each of the 8 circular bins and plotted. The same analysis was done for

‘CD11b+ CD206+’ spots.

Quantification in thick and thin wound and tumor cryosections

To quantify the distance of cells to POSTN or Selectin-P or CD31 surfaces, we used surfaces generated using parameters listed in the

Imaris parameters table (see Mendeley data at https://doi.org/10.17632/kmmw43j2z6.2) and created a distance transform channel

from the outside of these surfaces. The value of this channel at the center of the cells/spots was used as the distance value in histo-

grams and distributions for KS testing.

Space/Time Tileplot of cell frequencies
To depict the distribution of identified cell subsets in the scRNAseq data set within the wound over time, we devised a Space/Time

Tileplot that is a 4x4 grid, where the x-axis is split into the four time points of sampling (day 1, day 3, day 7, and day 14) and the y-axis

is split into the four areas of the sampled wound (2 mm wound center, 4 mm ring, 6 mm ring, 8 mm ring). This generates 16 space/

timepoints. To plot the tileplot, we used the ‘geom_tile’ function from the ggplot2 R package. First, each cell cluster’s percentage

within a larger object (for example the ‘Mono_Mac_1’ cluster within the larger ‘Mono_Mac’ object) is calculated for each space/time-

point. These are then plotted on the 4x4 grid and color-coded based on their relative change compared to the unwounded state. Red

indicates increase in subpopulation, white indicates the same percentage, blue indicates decrease in subpopulation compared to

UW. Code is deposited and provided.

Space/Time Correlation Analysis (STCA)
To identify cell subsets in the scRNAseq data set that shared similar space/time profiles, we calculated the Pearson correlation co-

efficient, R, using the percentage for every space/timepoint between pairs of cell subsets. A Pearson correlation coefficient of R = 1

between a pair of cell subsets would indicate that they have the same space/time profile across the wound healing process. A Pear-

son correlation coefficient of R = -1 would indicate an negative correlation between the cell subsets, i.e. that the presence of the two

cell subsets are inversely correlated across the wound. P-values were calculated using either Pearson or Spearmanmethod (noted in

legends). The Benjamini-Hochberg correction was applied for false discovery rate correction.

NMF Decomposition
The CD45-/+ objects were subsetted according to broad cell type definitions (M/M, Neutrophils, DC’s, Mast Cells, T, TNK, B and

Fibroblast, Keratinocyte, Endothelial, Melanocyte, Dermal sheath papilla, vSM). The top 1250 most variable genes (depending on

diversity of subset expression patterns) were selected using the ‘vst’ method in Seurat. Using the scaled RNA assay (non-centered)

and subsetting out themost variable genes, we thus created a 1250xN (N = # of cells) expressionmatrix, then applied the non-smooth

NMF algorithm (as described in NMF package101). We used a parameter sweep combinedwith the copheneticmetric to find themost

stable number of factors using 50 iterations.

For gene weights per factor, we used the basis matrix output from the nsNMF and sorted based on the highest contributing genes.

For plotting purposes, we normalized gene contributions across all factors to understand how specific a given gene was for a factor.

We used the coefficient matrix as the ‘expression’ value for each cell for that factor. This value was used directly for average factor

expression and feature plots.

When translating factors between tumor and wound healing, we used a Jaccard distance metric based on the top 20 contributing

genes for each factor.

J20 = ððtop 20 genes factor nÞX ðtop 20 genes factor mÞÞ= ðtop 20 genes factor nW top 20 genes factor mÞ
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